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MASSACHUSETTS
CINCINNATI HAS
PROGRESSIVES
DID BANKS IN
DID COURT DECISION
FEDERAL
BIG FIRE WHICH
WANTS
LOVE FEAST AND
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COSTS A MILLION
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NEW YORK
HURT UNION PACIFIC?
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RECORD MADE

Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 11. Firemen
Washington, 1). C Dec. II. "l'u-Chicago. 111., Dec. 11. Committee
meetings and a love feast for pro- WALL STREET HAS NEAR PANIC BECAUSE less the situation in Massachusetts is MONEY TRUST PROBE SEEKS TO FiND were today still plying water en the
relieved congress will he called upon
smouldering 'ruins of the Gibson
gressives without ollicial position oc"OUT OF TOWN"
ATTITUDE JOWARDS
IN RAILROAD STOCK AND
OF BREAK
ti seriously consider giving the people
hotel, the Reudigs-I.othmandepartparty
cupied the time of the new
ment store, V, L. Douglas Shoe comLATE LAMENTED
CURING
CONCERNS
'government ownership of railroads,'
HARRIMAN.
members at the second day of their
declared Representative Murray
pany and the upper ten stories ef the
conference today.
PANIC.
as the house rules committtee
sevi nteeu story l'nion Trust building
Speakers from many different sec
New York, Dec. 11. Weakness in concluded hearing the appeals of .New
which were wrecked by a fire last GARRIS OF FRANCE ASCENDED
tions of the country made live niin- REASON HE DECLARES
5,801
THAT
FOR
the stock England slate and city representaute addresses at the love feasl, which L'nion Pacilic unsettled
D. C, Dec. II. Waller r.ight.
Washington,
deto
a
New
market
point
of
approaching
an
the
METRES
The
for
tives
the
of
Cin
lire
IN
ELEVEN
heart
menaced
of
investigation
Predictions
MINUTES
AND
York
OF GREAT was very enthusiastic.
THAT AMBASSADORS
the noon hour to York, New Haven and Hartford rail- E Frew, chairman of the New
s down
town
and
cinnati
district,
a progressive
victory four years morulization during
rehouse committee, today
SIX SECONDS NEAR TUNIS
Heavy offerings of the sto
day.
losses estimated at from $Si'iu,imhi to
ARE COINS TO MEET hence were greeted with cheers.
POWERS
ways alleged transportation monopoly, charing
the house 'Jl.oim.iiinl were suffered.
noon continued for linest ions asked by members of the sumed the stand before
made
before
.shout-leSo
as
just
far
and
v The gathering applauded
trust investigating committee. known, there was no loss of life, but
PEACE CONFERENCE
when Oscar H. Hundley, of Ala- lover an hour. The stock declined commii tee today seemed to Indicate money
to l.")T, a break of over five poin:. ilia' a majority will favor an investi- Samuel I'nternieyer, counsel for the nine persons are reported injured,
bama declared
FRENCHMAN HAD
tee of the committee, had concluded his exam- none seriously.
gation by the
"In Alabama the republican parly from its best of the early morning.
ination of .Mr. Frew yesterday, but
in
was
offered
comstock
The
huge
and
interstate
be-house
foreign
;
is marked with the brand of Cain
Scores of persons were imperiled,
SERVIA INSISTS
the banker desired to discuss further
cause it. attempted to murder its po- blocks and for a time was without merce commit lee instead of by a spe- his views of
FORMER RECORD
but heroic work by volunteer rescuers
which
clearing
regulations
is
low
the cial committee as proposed in the
quotation
support. Today's
litical brother."
scrub women
saved them. Forty-liva
lixed
rate
cause
(o
banks
charge
ON HER DEMANDS
O'Shaughuessy resolution now under for the collection
He also declared that "Alabama low level for over a year.
were in the l'nion Trust building;
of
now has two Lor inter senators."
Other stocks moved down symp- consideration.
Tunis, Dec. II. Tile worlds altiCliirinan
Pujo announced when the fire started and a score of.
(checks.
WEBBER DENIES "REPORT.
Congressman-elec- t
Henry V. Tem-- ' athetically and the excitement on the
the committee had decided to al- these were prisoners of the flames un- tude record fur aeroplanes was brokthat
not
ev York, X. Y., Dee. 1. "Itridgie" low Mr. Frew to make an explanation. til rescued by elevator men who ran en today by Poland G. Harris, the
pie, of the twenty-fourtPennsylvania exchange was greater than at any
London, Dec.
Webber, one of (he Coin informers in, Mr. Frew put into Hie record a re-- ! the elevators through the fire and French aviator, who ascended .".Sol
view of the international situa- district, reviewed the fight in his time since KHl".
smoke. All guests of the Gibson hotel metres, (approximately 1!t,:i02 feet.)
tion was expressed by Sir Kdward state. He declared that in the next
the committee on Inland
Inquiry at the T'nion Purine ollices the Rosenthal murder cases, his quoted
tenth port by
minutes, 0 f ootids
yesterday as repudiating
Grey, the British foreign secretary campaign opponents of the progres- and at. the banking house representof the clearing house, showing are believed lo have escaped. They The flight lasted
were notified of the lire in ample time. and was carried out in clear weather.
when he 1'ormally announced in the sives would find it impossible to put ing the Harriman interests failed to, mony given at the trial of Meeker and the cost of and the charge for
The best previous accepted record
The fire was discovered in the false
house of commons this afternoon as many obstructions in the path of elicit, any statement or information re- - the four gunmen, inlaying that there
collections during
feet, made by George Le
work of tile new portion of the Gib- v.as
that, ambassadors of the great powers the new party ns they did during the specting the weakness of t'nion Pa- was no plot to slay Herman Rosenthal, p.m.
District
a letter to
Gagneiux, on September 17, last, at
Attorney
in
son
of
rear
the
would meet in London .simultaneously last campaign.
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The stock lias
been suit
cilic shares.
building
hole,
a
to
the
The report, showed
profit
Villa Coublay, .France.
Plans were for the national com- weak ever since the I'nited States Whitman today, saying that the statewith the plenipotentiaries of Turkey
banks on such collection charges of which had been partially torn down
"all-to him were
attributed
ments
A
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workare
to
who
to
session
mittee
reconstruction.
go into executive
and of the Balkan states,
permit
supreme court rendered its dissolufalse. Any time you wish me $1)7.000 for the year. It showed total
man's torch or neglected oonfire used ASSOCIATED
this afternoon and dispose of business tion decree recently. Southern Pacif- solutely
discuss peace here.
to make an affidavit to this effect," he charges for collections as $2.13n,ri.rl to
warm laborers is believed to have
Sir Kdward defined the object of relating to finances and the spread- ic was relatively strong. With the added. "I shall be glad to do so. Mrs.1 and the cost of making collections as
PRESS REPORT
been the cause.
$1,1 70,1 til'.
the ambassadors gathering as "an in- ing of the progressive propaganda by exception of Hill stocks, and St. Webber will corroborate me."
Several Paul, it was the only strong fe it ure
The tire spread with remarkably raspeakers.
consultation literature and,
In addition to the cost of collecIS DANGEROUS
formal and
which is, of course, an indication that plans have been outlined for the com- of the entire market.
pidity and in a few minutes attacked
HE MARRIED HIS SWEETHEART. tion, the report also charges
for share of rent, postage, sal the wooden wall built along the back
the European powers are not yei sure mittee's consideration.
New York, Dec. ll. - William
P.oise, Idaho, Dec. 1- 1- Headers of
During the remainder of the day
When the executive committee was
of the Gibson hotel proper.
that a solution of all the difliculties is
was unsettled, with au- to $14,01)0,000 under Hie will aries, etc., and $!'i;,tiu as loss of
Capital-Xewmarket
the
.heir
the
this afternoon pain session, an open meeting was held
From there it spread to the
in sight."
other sharp drive at l'nion Pacilic in of a baking powder manufacturer,
here did not see the text of Colper
at
various
which
delegates spoke.
building and then to the onel Roosevelt's remarks at ChicaMr. I'nlernie er onfronled the witthe last hour. In most cases, howev- who ad' pted him in .infancy, was marParis, Dee. 11. -- Servia will insist
Allison Stocker, chairman of the
his childhood ness with a letter from Frank A. Van l'nion Trust building and adjoining go yesterday concerning the action of
on obtaining a port on the Adriatic
er, prices did not go below their pre- ried hero today toi
state central committee of Cole, sur- vious low
The Gibson house manage- the Idaho
Y. Watson of dorlip, the New York banker, deelar- - stores.
.lust
before the sweetheart, Miss Gh'.i-iypoints,
S"a, for a maritime outlet is necessary
supreme court in citing the
ins that the banks suffered a loss of ment estimates its loss at $:j.jii,ii(in: Capi'al-Newthis citv.
to the life and the future of Servia, prised the meeting when he rose and close there was a sharp rally.
for contempt of court.
,
declared that the "gas" ought to be
$1imi,immi;
about $2,Mii(iiin a year on
Doug- A full
eif the colonel's speech,
Xovakovitch, shut oil'.
according to
report
collections. Mr. Frew declared lie lass Shoe company, $25,nuii; Missouri
the principal Servian peace plenipothe court, was in the of.
"1 came here with the
idea that
Pacific railroad office, $lS,no;
"did not wish lo criticise" Mr.
l'nion denouncing
now
his
who
on
to
is
fice of the newspaper, but only the inway
tentiary,
BE
WITHOUTWOULD
WHAT
CHRISTMAS
there was work to do and that we
Trust building. $ 011,0011.
London.
troduction was printed, with this adwere going to do it," said Mr. Stocker.
Mr. I'nternieyer was eager lo
dition: "The Associated Press reHe made this declaration in an inA L. Garford, national
committee-- ,
ON
PRIMER
LESSONS
what Mr. Frew knew about the
port of Colonel Roosevelt's speech at
terview with a correspondent of the man from Ohio, declared that, the ex- A TAXATION SYSTEM.
attitude of ';w York banks towards
this point contained his further refTemps and added that Servia was ecutive committee was at work hard
A concrete example of
demands of
what just erence to the above decision and the
depositors for
surprised by the enigmatic and dis- and that, the plans which this com- their money during the 1007 panic. Mr. taxation should be might be placed in fact that his
message to the people
quieting attitude of Austria.
mittee would suggest would be taken
Frew denied emphatically that he ever a few words because it is obvious that
Idaho was published in the Capital-Xew- s
of
in spite of the menaces of Austria,
up by the general
meeting later.
jknew of the New York hanks refusing we do not want to tax anything that
of Roise and that the publisher
he continued, Servia was leaving her
to allow the country hanks to with- will be of value to our state, either in
was thereupon resumed.
Speaking
and editor were cited for contempt.
alin
the territory they had
troops
draw their funds.
Members of two committees were
the state at this time, or that would be The report was submitted to the atready conquered.
appointed as follows:
Operations on the New York stock likely to come into the state. Neither torneys for the Capital-News- ,
to
he
had
the
interview
and,
Referring
News Service Committee Alexau- exchange were detailed to the house do we want a tax on anything of value acting upon their advice, that, its
just had with Raymond Poincare, the der P. Moore,
rust
committee
to
state
the
that might be driven from publication in Idaho would be a fur- investigating
money
(!. 11.
Pennsylvania;
French premier, M. Novakovitch said:
N. T. Chorson,
today by Lawrence W. Seudder. ac- our state.
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ther anil
"I have the conviction that the just Daniel, California:
contempt punish-i- ;
countant for the committee, who proThis gives us a basis for argument able
James Ferris, Illinois; Hen-- ,
;; me court
of this
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efficaciously supported by the powers
in
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how much to tax it. The amount of
Publicity Committee E. A. Diok-- j
laid down bv th:U court, and acting
belonging to the triple entente
'since 100?,
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France. Great Britain and Russia."
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cost
of
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Ab-I'ntermeyer,
j Win. Allen White,
by
j
Kansas; Hugh
or-"speech is herewith frtjppresscHl."
Commenting upon the European sit bofC'Xew "York.
the committee, "led .Mr. ' Scudifer' and the size of our indebtedness. As
uation, the secretary of foreign af-- ,
through an examination, the object to indebtedness, we are safe in leaving
fairs said: "Hopes and anxieties have
(of which was to show that of millions much of it to the future because we GOVERNOR TO
convaried from day to day and may
of shares of stock traded in upon the know that we have enough magnifiFEEBLE MINDED
TAKE KNOCKERS
tinue for some time. It is difficult to
stock exchange, only a small percen- cent natural resources, such as coal
FROM
CHILDREN
say anything without causing undue
tage was actually transferred. With properties, forests, streams, lands,
AT THEIR WORD
that object in view the witness,
FACTORY SLAUES
pessimism or raising hopes which
tourist points, to provide a great
fables and figures to show wealth in the future.
might subsequently he disappointed,
Salem, Ore., Dec. 11. Exasperated
The relations between the govern- that the entire capital stock of some
But unless these resources are
Xew York, Dec. 11. "The large
by newspaper reports that he might
concerns had been turned over eight
ments of the powers are amicable, the
safe
and
unless
we, b eabsent on a
properly
guarded
number of
children totor ten times in the year, while about at
trip while live
diplomatic situation is favorable and
this time, take a stand firmly for condemned menhunting
are executed at the
the anxiety is lest some untoward or day is the direct result of the overper cent of the sales generally the
eight
work and overstrain to which
proper care of . these properties, state penitentiary next Friday, Govthe
.were bona fide transfers.
unforseen incident occur.
will be made a basis for unfair ernor West issued a formal statement
mothers are subjected in the factor- they
inThe committee 1ms concluded its
The consultations of the ambassaand unjust speculation and we shall be tiday, saying: "I will be here in orThis is the conclusion reached
ie.
dors are to be informal and
vestigation of the clearing house sitby so called business manip- der that my services may be availby Dr. Max Sehlapp, head of the bu
uation. Counsel I'ntermeyer announe deprived
mittal. This is, of course, an indica reau
ulation out of a great natural heritage. able should certain prominent indi- the
which was established
by
15 .Frew
V.
ed.
K.
F.
of
and
tion that the European powers are not New York
Lister,
To any person who has never left victuals, who are clamoring for the
Department of Charities a
the New York clearing house,
yet sure that a solution of all the dif year ago for the study of defective
defined routes of travel along our lives of these men, desire to have me
the
ed a report on exchange charges for
ficulties is in sight."
children. Dr. Sehlapp's' report of
railroads, who has resided only in the take them on a personally conducted
Inchecks
made
the
by
"On the whole," Sir Edward con- his first year's work shows that he
to the penitentiary on this date',
land Change committee of the clear- towns on those railroad lines, the won- tour
THE 3AHTA CLAUS WHO CATCHES FIRE
tinued, "the fact that all the powers studied 800 cases and found that, in
view this gruesome spectacle.'
in the great state
'
derful
possibilities
house.
ing
.
. .
have agreed to come to closer quar- - la majority of cases the mother of theuit
ivicxico arc not ai nrsi apparters for discussion may be taken as an child was physically and mentally tin- ent. But to those who have traveled
X
evidence that there Is no one among jflt because she war an industrial
NOTED SPEAKER
N
through the vast stretches of country,
them who believes such a solution slave. "Ten years in industry," he
TO VISIT SANTA
who has seen the great coal deposits,
an
or
that
FE DECEMBER 20.
impossible
agreement is says, "ruins a woman for marriage
who has stood beneath the towering
not more probable than a deadlock. physically and mentally. 1 do not
Xew York, Dec. 11. Today's stock pines of our forests, New Mexico
Maurice Owen Eldridge Coming
"When once the conversations in mean that every woman who works in
marKet, during the first trading pre- - means one of the great national as
to Speak on Good Roads SecLondon have begun and the repre- a factory has defective children.
In
sented a decided contrast to that of sets of the union a land that can proHarris Arranges: for
workers
sentatives of the powers are in a po- some factories the women
retary
duce as Pennsylvania has produced.
Washington, 1). C, Dec. 11. W. S. the rebels to levy upon Americans in the last ten days of activity and
Hall.
sition to discuss the questions around have decent conditions and reason-'abl- Pence, of Chicago. H. S.' Stephenson
by a system of forced loans or ing prices. The urgent
liquidation Our mineral resources are scarcely
of movement seemed to have exhausted
a table, they will be in closer touch
hours, but these are few."
of Dos Angeles, and E. K. Warren of ransoms, to
procure weapons
scratched at the top. They are not
Maurise Owen Eldridge, noted
itself and quotations were generally
and there should be less danger of
Three Oaks, Mich., having interests war.
developed.
dt?and lecturer, will speak-iengineer
the state
higher, but bullish traders had not
to the
any one drifting apart from the oth- THE DAY IN
have
in Mexico, have protested
upon
urged
They
It
In
New Mexico
requires capital
CONGRESS state
Santa Fe on the night of Detheir
recovered
hesiers and unforeseen points of difficulconfidence
and
of
means
the
that
what,
about
only
to do things that we need djne and
they partnient
department
cember 2d at the Hall of Reprety arising.
claim is the practice of the United meeting the difficulty was to return 'fiiea to taKe a aennite position.
we can not induce capital to enter this
sentatives in the capitol buildSENATE.
ex"We trust therefore, that the conMoney rates continued to soften, state in great quantities with the presStates in permitting exports of arms to the old practice of permitting
Met at noon.
ing. Secretary John II. Harris
versations of the ambassadors will beand ammunition to the Madero forces port of arms and ammunition to both loans being made as low as
per ent tax rate nor with the present
of the Chamber of Commerce
Hear
cent.
commerce
Interstate
soon
as
to
as
commission
encountered
to
restriction.
without
while
sides
gin
operators
in Mexico,
possible.
prohibiting them
ation system.
made arrangements for the lect
when
laws
It has been pointed out by state de- more formidable ooppositfon
Emphasizing that it is the inten- be called to frame
Orozco, leader of the revolutionists.
Were time available, an amendment
ture
today. Mr..Eldredge comes
Omnibus claims bill taken up.
tion ot the government to facilitate
The three men recently appeared partment officials that under the re- they attacked prices. The market to our constitution should be submithere under the auspice's of the
to
lose
HOUSE.
began
an exchange of views between the
ground
again
govthe
cent
shortly
senate
headed
committee
before the
neutrality proclamation
Xew Mexico Good Roads associa- N
before noon, with moderate gelling on ted to the voters for the direct elecMet at noon.
powers, especially on points most dition of a tax commission just as we
by Senator William Alden Smith, in- ernment is absolutely prohibited from the
tion, and ho will speak on road
Bonds
decline.
were
irregular.
committee an- vestigating whether the revolution-- ; permitting war supplies to go to the
Ways and Means
rectly affecting the interest of any cf
now elect a corporation commission.
building. He is a recognized au- N
Extensive selling of Tnion Pacilic These commissioners could be
the great powers concerned, and nounced dates of tariff hearings.
ists in Mexico have been fomented or! insurgents. It is expected that an efthority on that subject and every
paid
broke
Xew York bankers continue to tes- - aided by Americans.
the
midwide
that the conversations would not conafter
to
senate
price
open
have the
fort will be made
resident of old Santa Fe ought
adequately, heavily bonded and they1
stitute a conference. Sir Edward tify before the money trust immit-,- ' The three men have pointed out committee recommend
either an day, when it fell to 137, compared with could enforce an equitable and just
to hear him at that time. It js
Hia
tee.
the hjghest of the forenoon,
Grey aded that should a formal con- that the effect of the application of amendment or the withdrawal of the
probable that several other road
and Itil
at yesterday's close. system of taxation were one provided.
Aew Haven investigating hearings auch a nlie i!1B resulted in forcing
jereiice De jouna opportune or neceseuinusiasts m the state will be
proclamation.
They should be given jurisdiction over
Prices
of
other
continued
before
rules
also
melted
committee.
stocks
asked to speuk at the same time.
sary, it would presumably meet in
three districts in the state and should
to
away rapidly. Reading broke
Paris, as the suggestion first eminated
alternate
between
the
districts
yearly
Itil
16S
with
earlier
compared
THE GOLD LACE NONE
from Premier Poincare of France.
and they should be clothed with the
and Amalgamated touched SI
COULD TAKE AWAY.
showed relatively better resis- powers now held by a state board of HE GAVE UP ARMY TO
Sle.
GRACE ASKS DIVORCE.
L tance than most of the other leaders equalization. Then with a tax law
GO INTO BUSINESS.
San Francisco, Calif.,
Dec. 11.
based on a proper taxation system,
but even that issue went down
to
Newman, Ga., Doc. 11. Reiterating More gold lace glittered on the decks
New Mexico would have as low a tax
t;i .vs.
Chicago, III. Dec. 11
W.
George
tUe cliaiftt that his wife shot him lo of the Pacific mail
liner Peru, in
rate as any state in the union and her, Fitzgerald, on trial for the alleged
Semi-paniInd., Dec. 11. William fused to dismiss Quigley, whose arIndianapolis.
in
conditions
prevailed
his life insurance, , Eugene day from Panama, than has been seen H.
embezzlement of $17:S,0u
Quigley, Detroit business agent of rest followed.
the stock market this afternoon and debts would liquidate themselves.
from
the
Grace today filed suit for divorce in Pacific waters since the visit of
the Carpenters' union, today was held
in Chicago, in February,
was addressed to Hiram the whole list crumbled tinder
The
an
letter
against Daisy Opie Grace. At her the American fleet on its trip around to the federal grand ;'ury on the
THEY WILL GO THROUGH
today explained that he did not
Cline, Muncie, Ind., national organizer avalanche of selling orders. Liquidatrial, here in June, Mrs. Grace was the world. The vessel brought fifteen
THE PANAMA CANAL. finish the full course 7n the United
of the district attorney that he for the Carpenters' union and stated tion was on an enormous scale and
charge
acquitted and returned to Philadel- - generals of the Nicaraguan insurgent had committed perjury as a witness
Chicago, 111., Dec. 11. Members of Statesnaval academy in 1883 because
Detroit explosions there were aggressive bear attacks
that proposed
phia to live.
army who took passage at Corinte. at the "dynamite conspiracy."
the California society of Illinois today he considered
lie which local officials of the Carpenters', which demoralized the market.
prospects in the busiBanished by the victorious govern- was taken into custody by a deputy
The break in Cnion Pacific reached decided to charter a steamer and take ness world better than active service
Machinists' and Iron Workers' unions
ment, they were obliged to leave t'nited States marshal.
were alleged jointly to have plotted, s points; Reading 6: American Tobac- the passengers of the first ship in the navy. Fitzgerald described the
PRESIDENT TAFT MAY
their side arms ashore, but they clung
of
had
first
been "called oil'" because Charles co .".: Canadian Pacific 4
developed
Lehigh through the Panama canal following system of handling the money in the
Charges
forgery
TEACH LAW IN YALE.
to the gold lace.
as lax and said that at
at the "dynamite conspiracy'' trial Wachtmeister, an iron worker, had Valley
Amalgamated Copper the war vessels which will make up
:!
and Steel 2
least three men in the office had
over a letter alleged by the gov-- ; "talked too much."
Organized the inauguration pageant.
X
today
MR.
Washington. D. C, Dec. 11.
TAFT
TO PANAMA.
j
was given when the market
cess to his cage where large sums of
eminent to refer to proposed explo-- i
President Taft is considering' an
Quigley was charged with conimlt- - srpport
money were kept. He said his pro- at Detroit in 1910. The letter, t;llg perjUry in denying authorship of ceem;d entirely out of hand. Specoffer of the Kent Professorship at X j
jsions
D. C, Dec. 11. PresiFOR CHARITY.
ulation grew quieter and prices ral-- !
Washington,
tests
were un- which
it
against the laxity
stated
the
progovernment
the letter.
the Yale law school. The place.
dent Taft will leave Washington at
The charity, committee of the
lied 1 to 2 points.
-heeded.
ten days ago, pur-- :
at
Detroit
cured
i ask that the witnesse Quigley be
which has been vacant for sev- midnie:ht Itorpmlmr la
lWoman's Hoard of Trade is ready-tThe m.'irl.-e-t r1nuo,l Dt,ii,
,
eral years and was last filled by X Fla.. when - h
A! . , '- ported to have been written by Quig-- recognized by the court as held to the
m
make out its list of families
Jn
.u
'
'
,11 "'.II
IIIH H
STEAMER SUNK BY
to
A
to
to
unionize
refer
and
renewed
on
Cnion
assault
Pacifley
plots
federal
Prof. Phelps, at one time Amerigrand jury.' 'said District Ac
who will receive Christinas donanoon of December 21 for Panama on
WARSHIP WAS OSPREY.
c
in
it
Detroit
153
trades
to
and
by
caused
C.
tornev
W.
Miller.
depressed
building
blowing
can minister to Great Britain,
tions.
one
families
the battleship Arkansas. Mrs. Taft,
Any
knowing
up
jobs.
"As it has been conclusively shown another downward dip in the market
Plymouth,
has been formally tendered to
Eng., Dec. 11. The ves- who
esshould
be remembered,
Secretary Hilles, C. P. Taft, the presiHerbert Wood, a handwriting ex- - j here that perjury has been committed. out in on,.v a few isolated instances
Mr. Taft and he has talked over
sei suuk yesterday ny tiie British bat- pecially aged persons, widows
dent's brother, and probably several
testified the letter was in Quig I ask that he be held without a hear-- dia prices go lower than previously,
the offer with his cabinet, but
or families with small children,
tleship Fehturion. in the English chan-jnother persons will be in the party. pert,
took
the
is believed here to have been the
i Support was again extended and there
ley's
handwriting.
Quigley
a
before
will
commissioner."
arrived at no decision. The Kent
names
send
ing
the
and
please
The president is expected to reach
stand and said the handwriting was
small steamer Osprey from Water- to 3
addresses to Mrs.. Arthur Selig-maendowmen pays 5000 a year.
Quigley, presented before Federal were quick rallies of 1
Washington on the return trip De- not his and that the signature was a
with general speculation showing conford, Ireland, which was due to
president, of the Board.
cember 31.
siderable feverishness.
rive here yesterday,
forgery. District Attorney Miller re- (Continued on page five).
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HERE IS ft REAL

The Little Store
Consequently we are not considering any Fake Piano Contract to boost our trade. You get your money's
worth when you trade with

w

.V rrti

jdJLiuL

4 4 wma

GROCERY GO
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f

DECEMBER

11,

1912.
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AND CHILDREN.

DYSPEPSIA CURE

The Original and

(MTK!iiQ)

SO SAYS

"Pape's Dia pepsin" Settles
Soure upset Stomachs

ALLEN

CONGRESSMAN

SING THE WRONG

back

good, but work badly; ferment
m taste
into stubborn lumps and cause a sick,

Ik

IN

Only Absolutely

I

DONE

gassy stomach? Now, Mr. or "CAN" CANNERY GREED
3k sour,
Mrs. Dyspeptic jot this down: Pape's
'

j

A

3

JIBS

mm

Holds Fire for 36 Hours

Without Attention.

consumption.
Don't trifle with syrups
and nostrums; take Scott's
Emuhion which effectively
drives out colds and builds

j

Money andFuel Save

A

It sows the seed for
grippe, pneumonia or

DISCUS-

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.
k

j

in Five Minutes.

Do some foods you eat hit

itfUIff

JVr!

FE NEW MEXICAN

Diapepsin digests everything, leaving!
IS TODAY'S DEMAND
nothing to sour and upset you. There!
never was anything so safely quick,
strength and resistance-forc- e
po certainly effective. Xo difference
(By Gilson Gardner.)
to avoid sickness.
how badly your stomach is disordered
,
Washington, D. C, Dec. 11. "The
you will get happy relief in five mi-INSIST on SCOTT'S.
Askfcrend
in
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
mites, but what pleases you most is facts which have been published
&
Scott
Bloomfield, IT. J.
Hownc,
with
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
that it strengthens and regulates the Daily New .Mexican, dealing
fa- the
it
lear
make
eat
so
can
stomach
your
you
your
canning industry,
vorite foods without fear.
that it is the duty of congress to look
relief
remedies give you
Most
into the charges which have been tinuing ill spite of the coming revisisometimes they are slow, but not made," said Representative Allen of! on. His correspondence shows that
sure. Diapcpsin is quick, positive Ohio, who yesterday introduced Into business n:cn are willing to accept, in
and puts your stomach in a healthy klie house a resolution calling for an good faith, 'he democratic promise
condition so the misery won't come investigation by a committee of five that busir.if. is not to be destroyed;
back.
members of the house. "If it is true or harmed by the tariff work of the
You feel different as soon as Diapep- small democrats in extra session.
ithat
industry is employing
sin conies in contact witn tne siomacu 'children under school age and forcing
vanishes your women and children to work exces- distress
just
stomach gets sweet, no gases, no sive hours under unsanitary condi-belching, no eructations of undigested lions," continued Allen, "congress
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
food, your head clears and you feel
ought to be advised in order that apALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages line.
be taken. There
action
may
ipropriate
Co now, make the best Investment
lphia, Pa., Dec. 11. Captain
is no doubt that r.ongres has power
you over made by getting a large fifty- to
deal
.Matthew
Griffin, chief of the secret
clause
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
nf Pji na'e TH:i UPtlcin f mill under the interstate
f.r.itt
into interstate service operatives in this city, has
"ith
entering
products
in
five
store.
You
realize
;n,v dm
be primarused many novel methods to catch
minutes how needless it is to suffer commerce. While it may
fiom indigestion, dyspepsia or any ily the duty of the state to protect its those sought by the government, but
it
Phone Black stomach disorder.
women and children wageworkers,
Phone Black
the device used in the capture of Alvin
is the duty of the federal government
of Mohnton, near Read45
com- Hornberger,
in its regulation of interstate
ing, Pa., probably leads the list of
interto
BOTH SIDES ARE
laws
merce to apply uniform
originality.
state industries. It is fairer and more
READY FOR
Hornl.i rger. according to the secret
national
the
government
for
service
men, cariie to Philadelphia on
A BIG FIGHT practical
to
wait
for
to handle the subject than
10 with a pocketful of fake
November
states to make regulations, thus put-- i
He
$10 bills and a consuming thirst.
a
failure
on
of
the
demo-a
the
The threatened fight of
premium
ting
n score of saloons, buying a
visited
has
strinone
state
cratic senators against nominations state to act. If
for it with a
drink at each and
sent to the Senate by President Taft gent regulations and another state counterfeit bill. Atpaying
one of them there
bethe
has
Bession
the
leaves
the
industry unregulated,
present
during
was cheese of the fragrant variety set
come more acute since republicans de-- cheap labor in the latter state has' an out
for the refreshment of wayfarers.
dared very pointedly to democrats advantage in competing with the betThus tempted he took two pieces of
that reprisals will be possible during ter paid and regulated labor.
rye broad, spread one of them with
the next four years under the demo-- ,
"Congress has also another way to
cratic administration in the White reach these conditions, and that is mustard and the other with limburger.
Domestic Lump
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
into a neat
House.
food law. If the can-- ! He placed them together
under the
and took a bite. The mus-- '
sandwich
Democratic senators have not de- - neries are pure
found to be putting up
cided upon definite policy toward
and tard, however, was of the perfervid
which are not clean
products
is
a
are
there
Taft nominations, but
good
to sort, ai d after one bite Hornberger
be
wholesome, it may
possible
who
declare
the
to
sandwich
them
abandoned
have
of
said
many
openly
Phone One Double O J.
reach them through this law.
and walked out.
they will do all they can to prevent
"All the facts ought to be brought
confirmation of a great many of the
He had not gone far before the bar-- j
we
Xo formal notice to to light and remedies provided,
appointments
tender detected the fraud. Three min-- !
women
and
cannot
allow
indefinitely
the effect ha: been served upon the!
utes al ter he notified the police, secret
republicans, and there has been no children to be mercilessly exploited service men visited the saloon, ana
(open indication of it in executive ses-- ! for the benefit of a few greedy men. when shown the damaged sandwich
sioons of the Senate. But the plan The time has come when we must
it as evidence.
has developed so far informally that force them to consider their laborers promptly confiscated
A
PHONE 85 MAIN.
was
of
made
the partly chewcast
republicans are up and doing to as something else than mere cogs in
counteract it.
the machinery of production to be ed limburger, and it was found that
1
"What is sauce for the goose is used up and cast aside. We must put the culprit had false teeth with definite
characteristics.
distinguishing
sauce for the gander," republican humanity before dollars."
clews pointed to Hornberger,
Other
FACTORY WOOD
senators have told democrats who
SWASTIKA LUMP
Representative Alien said that he
scheme. proposed to push this inquiry in ev- - and he was arrested. After Hornjhave advanced the hold-uLUMfr
SAWED WOOD
in
of
The
democratic
control
berger had been taken into custody
margin
ery possible way. The resolution of and
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
the Senate after March 4 will not be.
placed in the reading jail, he was
investigation lias been referred to the
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
large as that of the republicans in this committee on rules of the house, of asked to hand out his false teeth. A
cast was hurriedly made from
session, it is shown and if the demo which
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Representative Henry of Tex- - plaster
crats can be successful in the next us is chairman.
the teeth, and is now being compared
with the impression on the cheese.
'session, the republicans can practiAllen, the father of the
cally be as successful in the next ses- is serving his first term in resolution,
congress,
sion when a democratic President will
See the Conwaya Sisters at the Elks
lie represents the second Ohio dis-making the selections.
tonight. Your last chance.
S STAGE LINE be The
a
which
is
the
of
WOODY
of
trict,
part
city
ochave
taken
republicans too,
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
casion to look up the records of the Cincinnati. Two years ago he de-From
treatment accorded President Cleve- feated Herman P. (loebel, republican,
La Salle Restaurant
BARRANCA TO TAOS land between the election and the by less than a thousand votes, riding lit the country lie adopts
Into congress on the upheaval which:
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South! inauguration of President McKinley. turned
no highwayman methods,
the house over to the demoSenator Lodge of Massachusetts has
his love demands alittle
if
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
was
He
this fall by
had the task in hand, and, it is under-- crats.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of stood, he has found that about 4.10 a substantial majority. Mr. Allen is keepsake, he asks for a
Two Doorg Belovr F. Andrews Store.
the north bound train and arrives at nominations were sent to the Senate a lawyer by profession, a member of flower she has worn.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m.
in the firm of Harper, Allen & Curts. He;
by Mr. Cleveland in the period
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c.
"The City" h. u. Koch
Ten miles shorter than any other question. All were confirmed by a was born on a farm near Wilmington,
Short Orders at All Hours.
Good covereer hacks and good Senate that was republican, except Ohio, July 21!. 1S67. He is a graduate1
way.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 teans. Fare 35.00 round trip. Teams eighty-eigh- t
and four oi the law school of Cincinnati
colpostmasters
n, tfiuuxrin nruu xm uvutjttltutj runnjg
frencn Noodle Order 10c a. 41n,
furnished commercial men to take In other appointments. This number of lege and was admitted to the bar in
Mew York Chop Susy 50c, the surrounding tons. Wire Knbudo unconfirmed nominations, it is held 1890.
He has attained considerable
by republicans, is only a little greater influence in the democratic rinks
than the usual number left over at since entering the house and is cloise
the close of an average session with to Leader Underwood and Speaker
no change of administration pending. Clark.
That among the democrats indHe is urging Chairman
of
icated that the appointments at which the rules committee to set Henry
an early
they were aiming chiefly are those to date when
hearings may be held on
federal offices iu states represented
the resolution and when Mary Boyle
democratic
in
the
senators, chiefly
by
south.
There probably will be no O'Reilly, who made the investigation
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
for the New Mexican may be cal'.etl to
fight against nominations of army and
FROM SANTA FE all pointS in New Mexico, Ari
inavy officers for promotion, for those' testify.
are regarded as automatic.
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via! NEW MEXICO
Hut opposition is sure to be made, WILL
REVISE
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
'it is said, to nominations of customs'
THE TARIFF
and internal revenue collectors, es-- ;
pecially in the south, and of postmast-era and of members of the diplomatic! Washington, Dec. 11. "We will
Mr. Taft's
nominations of vise the tariff from agate to zinc,"
judges also are expected to presentative
the
Underwood told
find rough sailing iin Ihe Senate, be-- newspaper men at the White House,
cause the appointments, once confirm- Mr. Underwood had been in confer-ed- ,
are practically for life.
ence with the President, upon request
of
A conference of the democrats to of Mr. Taft, and talked briefly about
fix upon a general policy has been 'the democratic tariff program as he
suggested.
Among many democrats left the executive offices. Mr. Under--;
there is a feeling that nominations for wood thought it probable that the
offices in states represented by demo-- ! ways and means committee will begin
IF YOU
cratic senators should be referred to tariff hearings in January, so as to be
YOUR
LIKED
the
r
a
and
senators
affected
J
to
have
I
and
i
J
particular
fully
prepared
report
For Rale auu ap,Tl! xnrermation Mtsaress
uieir advice as lo opposition lo lite no- - tariff bill or bills passed at the extra
'initiation should be followed.
This session.
G. F. & P AGENT,
Thanksgiving Turkey
"1 think
plan is sure to be urged before a de-the committee will hear
EL PASO, TEXAS.
moeratic conference.
LET US
everybody who wants to be heard,"
said Mr. Underwood. "The doors will
YOUR
HAVE
be thrown wide open, as we want all
ORDER
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh the information we can get. Nobody
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
HAVE YOU THE PROPER
genuinely interested in the tariff will
That Contain Mercury,
as mercury will surely desfroy the be refused a hearing." '
CHRISTMAS
Department or the Interior, U. S. Step Ladders,
Mr. Underwood and his associates
sense of smell and completely
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
not
determined whether they
the whole system when enter- have
November 5, 1P12.
Ironing Tables,
ing it through the mucous surfaces. 'will put the entire revision in one bill
Notice is hereby given that Henry
Such articles should never be used 01 in a number of bills, each contain
Kitchen Cabinets,
L Cooper, of Stanley, New Mexico,
on prescriptions from
except
repu- ing a schedule, it is the feeling of Mr.
homewho, on December 9, 1907, made
table
as
the
physicians,
damage
they Undewood that the committee has
4
Counters, Shelving will do is len fold lo
stead entry No. 051i:M2.02. for SE
the
good you done the bulk of the work necessary
Section 33. Township 12 N., Range S
If not, see me, and see how little can possibly derive from them. Hall's in the hearings it gave last winter on
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. .1. the tariff bills lhat were then reported.
r
of intention to make
Proof, it will cost to have thing's right.
There is every evidence that the
&
Ohio, contains
Cheney
of
all
kinds
to establish claim to the land above Repairing
neatly and no mercury,Co.',andToledo.
is
and means committee will stand
ways
taken
internally,
described, before Harry C. Kinsell, U. promptly attended to.
at tins directly upon the blood and mu- back of its former work aand that the
a: Stanley, New
S. Commissioner,
cous surfaces of the system. In buy- - tariff on the schedules heretofore re-Filing of Saws Our Specialty.
Mexico, on the 10th day of December,
ins Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure von ported upon will remain at substan-- ;
THE MODERN GRDCERYCD.
1.912.
set tbe genuine. It is taken internal- - tially the same ates fixed. The com- Claimant names as witnesses:
aa to
!j and made in Toledo. Ohio, by F. inittee, however, is
SANTA FE. N. M .1.
O. C. Heyer, Julia Downs, Albert Telephone 157 W.
Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
changing any rate if it obtains infor-,
"
Brown, B. F. Cooper, all of HeyeSold by druggists.
Price T5c per mation showing that the rate ought to
j
New Mexico.
huh Ad. In tha New Mexican bottle.
he changed.
sees more people In one day than you j Take Hall s Family Pills for const!-- 1
3
MANUEL P.. OTERO.
Mr. Underwood is decidedly opti-- ,
i mistic as to business
pation.
Register. can see in a month. Try one.
activity con-- ' i ruruvinniririnriru" vmruvwni 1AT
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"YOU CANT BEAT THE COLES"

HAS BUILT UP A REPUTATION FOR

HONEST QUALITY,
HONEST MEASURE
and HONEST PRICES,

vf.

is

the

Now

to

Call and
Selection
while our stock is com-

Make

time

i

our

in a
sizes. We
take pleasure in
Demonstrating to you
the advantages to be had
in Purchasing a Coles.

plete

will

.

12--

BUY A COLES HEATER
FOR HARD COAL

Mica iloors

.

eAUGHT

FOR SOFT COAL

aie exira larue

down druft. This i
stove for the home, the office m.d all
public piuces. It requires little or no
iittention and is known to he the most
servicaWe and economical of oil stoves.
Coles

lilted in re-

cessed grooves, perfect fit.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
the "Kailianf.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

AND YOU'LL BE GLAD

WOOD DAVIS

HARDWARE

--

Phone

BY A

oripinn

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14.

COMPANY.
Phone

14.

SANDWICH

LEO HERSCH

45

THE ALBANY HOTEL

j

Wood

oal

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

Rooms With Bath

j

This is something

new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath,,

1

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL

j

" BUY IT OF ORICHTON."

j

CAPITAL COAL YARD
MPTAIL WOOd

CEIRILLOS

LIGHT

p

j

N

y

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the
mod-ho-

and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
ern

1

i

1

1

j

POWER

j

?

N

'OTHINQ IS QUITE

NEW6)

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
stove
your
iron ready to use, your toasted
hurried breakfast, your vacuthe
ready for
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ghf Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

Quaker Oats

j

Farina

Pettijohns

j

Wheat Hearts

1

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

j

Quaker
Corn Meal,
Grains
Gold,

1

IENT

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

j

j

five-yea-

CANDIES

1

J.F. RHOADS
.

.

open-minde-

I

INSTITUTE

'The West Point of tlie Southwest.

f

,

j

J

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

EUGENE FOX,

i

SO CONVEN

4a.

w

--

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located in the beautiful Pecos
Valley. 3,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Ooen air
work throughout the entire ses-

Conditions for physical

sion.

1

and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all

graduates from standartlEa!

st-

Ten baildinus,
ein colleges.
modem in every respect.

ftegents

:

E. A. CAHUON.

President.

J. E. KHEA, Vice-Preside.1. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. PGE, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAV.

r For particulars and illustrated catalogue, address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Supt

I

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

11, 1912.

t

ODD CUTAWAY COAT FROM PARIS. WITH SKIRT FASHIONED
ACCENTUATE IT -- A HINT OF THE FUTURE.

!

I

A

Holiday

ncre is Bnincmiiig lor the woman
'who likes to be at the lioud of the pro
cession.
This tailored costume is one of the
cry latest fancies of the designer. The
'skirt is of drab altesse as far as the
front breadth is concerned, but tbo
hack is of Ottoman sill;, made with an
inverted pleat.
There is a tunic of tin' Ottoman sill;
with a titled piece of the drap altessc
around (lie bottom. This is cut away
in front to mutch the. cutaway in the
front of the coat. These fronts are
of the drap altesse and they extend
around the back of the coat, which is
of the silk, making a distinct double
flounce when worn over the tunic.
The collar and cuffs are of velvet
land the lib; buttons are of the silk.
This sown is an illustration of how
hard the hi;; dressmaking houses are
trying; to change the lines of the IViu- -

TO LET YOU KNOW

JUST

THE CAPITAL TAILOR IS
READV

Flyer!

MEET

TO

YOU

THAN' HALF WAY,

MORE

PIT

HE WILL

ANOTHER

OF HIS SALES ON

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY!

1
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Elegant Suitings Made
Up in a Classy Style,
Fit Guaranteed

:

kh.

...

ig'?

Christmas Problem
Is

made-to-measur-

Step in now and make ijour selection.
Hate a NeiO Suit for the Holidays.

THE

TAILOR

CAPITAL

East Side of Plaza.

'

A

CFf

I

h

i

'

Jk

1

'

JUSTGivE. HER SLIPPERS
If You're Looking for Something
Something that He Will Enjoy Wearing and that Will
Be a Source of the Greatest Comfort to Kim, why then

JUST GIVE HIM SLIPPERS

Hosiery !
Don't fail1 to sec our most
Beautiful Line of Hosiery.
There is nothing more ac
ceptable or highly appreci
ated than hosiery for Xmas
presents. We have them
in all kinds and prices for

Men, Women

1

Classy

I

Different

MM

'

j

nr

rPrpTJ
rrLULuLn

Children!
S

s

Quality

When Going

EAST

i
4
n

WEST:

0

4

USE THE

'

GLOUD6ROFT

CHRIST.

and

1
4

good-size-

Pev-fectio-

NEWS NOTES

mem-hers-

Scottish Rite Masons are cordially
vited to attend.
(Seal)
JAMES A. MASSIK. 32,
Venerable Master. I!y V.
H. F. STEPHENS, Secretary.
If
B

deceased.

M. A. ORTIZ,

Probate Clerk,
I.

you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than place your or-der with the New Mexican Printing
Santa Fe LodgeXo
company,
prices will be quoted upon
17!
ARfi
T)
p n
vm oij ico emu iwiihb aiz
holds
its 1'egUlar' ,Ml,,-c,- l
session on the
ond
and fourth

g?

y

,

Wednesday c f each
month. V i ' i t ing
brothers arc invited and welcome.
FRANK T. BLAXDY,
Exalted Ruler,
P: M. A. LI EN A U,

Secretary.
Santa

re

13514,

M.

1

They do say they
have ceased to dance
the Virginia Reel at
country dances; becoming very city ft id.

a.

meets second Tuesday ach month, social meeting third
Tuesday at Fireman's Hall. Visit
ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
ODD

FELLOWS,

No. 2, I. O. O. P.

Santa Fe Lodg
meets
regularlj
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocli
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
erg always welcome.
JJ

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
meeting on ihe first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and welJ. A. RAEL, F. M.
come.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
No.
2879, Brotherhood of American Yoemen.

Homestead

!S

J

Meets first Fr-

iday

of the

month at the
Firemen's Hall.
H. Foreman, A. E. Robinson.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, I'. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,

',

"The City"

Camp

W.

SHORTEST LfNE TO
membership
The application
4
of Dr. L. K. Warren who recently
located here was read and will be
J
passed on at the next meeting. The
4
association is gradually increasing its
,
membership to he in a position in Feb-rnary which will he one year since its
organization to handle the important
TICKETS AND RERERVATTONS AT
matters that come up in a place of
this size. The business men and citizens are working better together now
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
than ever before and during the sec-- :
can
matters
ond year many important
4
no doubt be disposed of.
The ground has been covered sever-m1
days with over a foot of snow. This
snow will last until the spring months.
A large party of El Paso young peoINVOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ple who wish to see Cloudcroft during
SIDNA ALLEN VERDICT.
the winter when the ground is cover-r. s. Land Oflice at Santa Fe, New
ed with several inches of snow have
11.
Sidnu .Mexico, November LTi, 1H12.
Va., Dec.
Wythevillo,
the
engaged rooms at the Texas for
Allen, leader of the Itillsville gunmen.
Notice is liei'ebv civen lluit Atibinn
t'liristniits holidays.
They will get who shot up the ( arroll county court
Sam.1)HZi of st.lnH,v, New Mexico, who
in
of
the
winter
sports
way
everything
and killed live persons, was convicted 0I,
August 1."., 1902. made homestead
they want at that time of the year as today of involuntary
manslaugliter.
X() ()j 707:5.71 m for SE
XW
pn.y
there will be at least a foot of snow The jury box fixed his punishment
j.o pv
Section 24, and
dureverything.
Sleighing
covering
five years' imprisonment.
.
.;
He was on
Section 25, Township
sX
ing the Christmas holidays is a sport trial on a first de: tree murder indict-- j 11 N.,
Hi K
N. M. P. Meridian,
Range
that many enjoy here.
ment for the killiii! ; of Commonwealth has filed notice of intention to make
Scott 11. Williams has been confined Attorney Foster.
three-yea- r
proof, to establish claim
to his bed for the past week. He was
to the land above described, before
and
taken suddenly sick Tuesday
GETS TWO MONTHS. Harry C. Kinsell, V. C. Cpininr., at
SUFFRAGET
Thursday and Friday his condition
Stanley, New Mexico, on the tith day
was serious. Friday he began to imof January, 1Hi:i.
milDec.
London,
llowey,
he
weed;
of
this
prove and by the end
Claimant names as witnesses:t
itant suffragette, was sentenced today
will be back at his office.
Ventura llaros, Paulin Gutierrez,
to two months imprisonment for turn
A. F. Christian, of High Rolls, was
ing in false alarms of tire last night. Victor Acuna. Luis K Sanchez, all of
horse
his
seriously injured Sunday by
Stanley, N .M.
running into a tree with him. Dr. L
MANTEL It. OTERO.
K. Warren, of Cloudcroft, was called
Register.
to attend hiui and Monday he wns
reported improving.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Died Mrs. C. F. llanett, Friday
Department of the Interior, TJ. 5.
night or Saturday morning at her
Land Oflice at Santa Fe, N. .L. Nohome near Cloudcroft. Mrs. Barrett is
vember 2,", 1H12.
known to all Cloudcroft cottagers havNotice is hereby given that Afiacleto
ing conducted Barrett's Jersey dairy
Contreras. of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
for several years. She leaves a huson October 12, !"!. made Homestead
band and several children.
S
faWtD I No. U7S.71, for S.
XW.
.1. M. Poss,
justice of the peace in
Section 4, Township IS N.,
XE.
Precinct No. 10 at Cloudcroft is in
Range in E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Alamogordo on business.
filed notice of intention to make five
year proof, to establish claim to the
MORE NOMINATIONS
land above described, before Reg-- i
BY MR. TAFT.
ister and Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Washington, D. C., Dec. 11. Among
on January fl, 1!)K!.
the nominations sent to the senate toj Claimant
names
as witnesses:
day by President Taft, were the apRafael Montoya, of Santa Fe, N. M.;
pointment of George P. Bennett as
Marcelo Jiminez, of Santa Fe, X. M.;
receiver at the public land office.
Maeario Jiminez of Santa Fe, N. M.;
Rapid City, S. D. Postmasters: Re txsm
Bonifacio l.ucero, of Santa Fe, X. M.
appointments, James Clobe. Provo,
MANTEL R. OTERO,
Utah; Guy A. Swallow. Fort
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS
worth, Kansas.
Register.

Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo

ALA RID, Deputy.

P. O. E.

if..

I

FOR

s

SCENES FROM THE

I

Something She Will Enjoy Having and Wearing,
Something That Never Goes Amiss, why

fii

lee. tl, Kill1.
Notice is hereby given that Felipe
l.tieero, heir to .Maria l.ucero, Decsd.,
MASOMC.
.Montezuma
Lodge of Galisteo, X. .M., who. on .May 2!Uh,
Homestead Entry No,.
Xo. 1, A. F. & A. M. liM'i;. made
for Lots :; and t. Sec. 2. and
Regular communi- !i
cation first Monday Lots and 2, Section ::, Township li N., stale bread cut in rounds or stale
Fry them in hot grease, like
of each month at Range 13 li. X, M. P. Meridian, has icuke.
Masonic Hall at filed' notice of intention to make Five millers, to a light brown. Dip each
7:30.
year proof, to establish claim to the slice when fried into boiling milk to
until well coated oera
it
ALAX R. McCORD, W. M.
above described, before Register and remove the grease. Drain Quickly,: Hour and roll about
into a ball. When there
Whit e kids.
CHAS. E. L1XXEY, Secretary.
Receiver 1'. S. Land Office at Santa dust with powdered sugar or spread ;.r,d formed
drop
with preserves.
file on a hot plate-an- are a sullieent number ready
Fe, X. .l., on January 11, 1!U3.
them into boiling drippings or lard as
Why is a gn l not a noun' .'
serve.
Santa Fe Chapter No
witnesses:
Claimant names as
a delicat?
would
fritter.
any
you
Fry
A girl is a lass and also is an
A.
Hominy Fritters Take one pint of;
1, R. A. M.
Regular
Agustin Ramirez, (lalisteo, X. M.;
Do not .put'
serve
ion.
second liiniterio Chavez, Palma. X. M.; Fran- hot boiled hominy, two eggs, half a brown inand covered hoi.
interject
convocation
a
dish. That would
them
Monday of each month cisco Chavez, Palma, X. M., Fanstin tt aspoonlul ol salt and. a tablespoon-fu- l steam them ami
deprive thein of their
What
of flour. Thin it a little with cold
has a month and never
at Masonic Hall at Salazar, Palma, X. M.
milk. When cold add a teaspoonful of crispness. These are also very good speaks, and a bed and never sleeps'.'
7:30 p. m.
MAX I.' EL R. OTERO,
in a small
a
A. A river.
baking powder. Mix thoroughly. Drop in offrying pan, fried on both quanCHAS. A. "WHEELOX,
Register.
sides.
fat
and
browned
tity
it
into
hot fat and
lablespoonfuls of
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAX,
Whv are potatoes and corn like the
fry to a delicate brown.
NOTICE.
Secretary.
FIDDLES.
of the Hible?
Pharisees
or
Take
four
Fritters
three
Parsnip
State of New Mexico,
What is the best time to study the
A. I tecause they have eyes and
Boil them until
Santa Fe Commandery
parsnips.
of
Santa
.J5li
Fe,
County
"see not" and ears and ' hear not."
tender. Mash and season with a little book of nature?
No. 1, K. T. Regular
w
In the Probate Court in and for the
A.
When autumn Is turning the
a pinch of salt and a slight
butter,
conclave fourth MonCounty of Santa Fe.
and down, touchleaves.
and
down,
up
of
a
Have
I'p
in
at
each
month
pepper.
ready
day
In the .Matter of the Estate of Cbris- - sprinkling
sun. What is it?
nor
earth
neither
some
it.
on
sifted flour
ing
Masonic Hall at 7:30
plate with
Una L. Grimshaw, Deceased.
"
A. -- A pump handle.
of the parsnip in
the
What
a
p. m.
Drop
frequent
tablespoonful
(uadrupeds
TO WHOM IT .MAY CONCERN:
TV. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
Last, will and- - testament, of. Chris-- i
V. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Una L. Grimshaw, deceased,
LIFE OF
Notice is hereby given that MonSanta Fe Lodge of
A.
of
6th
I).,
the
January,
day
8. JOHN THE BAPTIST CRYING IN THE WILDERNESS.
de- day,
Xo. 1, 14th
1913, at ten o'clock a. in. of said day,
gree. Ancient and Ac- land the court room of said court, at ....(Reverently portrayed on the exact spot where it took place nineteen
cepted Scottish Rite of
hundred years ago a part of the elaborate and costly moving picture proCloudcroft. N. M. At the last reg-- '
Free Masonry meets on the county court house, in the city of.
to
the
shown
of
be
at
duction
lirst
Kalem
Christmas
time.)
ular
been
company,
New
apmeeting of the ilusiness Men's
Mexico, has
the third Monday of each month at Santa Fe,as
.1. Hen Hancock
and (!. A.
association
of
time
and
the
provplace
pointed
.
7.30 o'clock in the evening in Masonreceived as
were
lireckheimer
L.
Grimwill
said
of
Christina
the
ic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visitine ling
for
I

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

JED

FOR HER

LITTLE FRITTER
HAS A
TASTE OF ITS OWN.
Plain Fritters-- - one pint of sour
milk, one teaspooni'ul of salt, three
Cfigs. one tahlespoonful of molasses or
meal enough to make a stiff bam r.
Lastly stir in a small leaspoonful of
a little warm wa-isoda dissolved
ter. 'i"h is recipe
very nice made of
rye Hour also.
Apple Fritters Make a bailer in the
proportion of one cup of swtel milk
to two cups of Hour, a heaping
of baking powder, two eggs
beaten separately, one tablospoonful
of sugar and a sallspoonful
of salt.
Heal the milk a little more than milk
warm, add it slowly in the beaten
olks and sugar. Then add Hour and
the whites of the eggs. Stir altogether
and throw in thin slices of good sour
the hatter up over
applt s. dipping
inem.
Drop into boiling hot lard m
large spoonfuls, with pieces of apple
in each, and fry to a light
brown.
Serve with maple syrup or a syrup
made' of clarified sugar. Bananas,
sliced oranges or other fruit can be
used in the same baiter.
German Fritters Take slices of
t

1EZ 3F

If You're Looking for Something

EVERY

e

Settled Very Easily

H

Everything points to more disiimi
curves, smaller waists and fuller
skirts; not in the immediate future,
however, as fashion, like every other
conventional thins, changes slowlv.
Hut from now on look out for the
wider li jis and the narrow should

wearing my suits, as
there is no way out of
it. You MUST see the
advantage of getting
one of my stylish
suits over
the chpap ready-mad- e
kind the kind that
are expensive at any
price.

r

THE PERPLEXING

iuine figure.

am bouad to get you
if you have not been

mI

mk fei aw

H. II.

KiiL--

1
'

Christmas
and

New Year
RATES

HOLIDAY
One and

fmSl

.

Fare for the
Round Trip

One-thir-

d

TO ALL POINTS

IN NEW

Colorado Springs,
Pueblo, Colo
Canyon City,

MEXICO.

$18.70

Denver, Colo
.

.

....

15.15

3d

The same rates will. applv for students,
and teachers, except a minimum fare of
$5.00 will be collected and tickets will be on
sale on day school closes and one clu v thereafter, on presentation of certificates issued
by schools and signed- by proper olllcer.
Limit of such tickets will he Jan. l, limi.

For particulars'call on anyAgt.
of the A., T. & S. F.R'y.
H.

S. LUTZ,

kgl, Santa

j

Kidney, 7

17.15

Return Passage until Jan.

j.-

Foley

16.50

Dates of Sale, Dec. 23, 24, 25.
30and31; also Jan. I, 1913.
Good for

atj..

-

Fe, N. M.

"

I9I KiOLfi CO.,.
For this is he that was spoken of by the prophet Esaias, saying: The
vcice of one crying in the wilderness. Prepare ye tin way of the Lord,
make his paths straight. Matthew iii::i.
l

(?)

TRIES TO USE WRONG BED.
Chicago, Dec. 11. A patrol wagon
filled with patrolmen and two motoryesterday hurried
cycle policemen
to iH'i West Adams sv.reet when a
woman telephoned tho Lake street
station that she had locked a burglar
in her residence. The woman was In
the street when the police arrived.

Policemen entered a bedroom and
found Richard Friend, who was dis- robing.
'What's up?" asked Friend, "i want
to go to bed. This is my home. You
get out of here."
He had been drinking and was arrested. He lives at 1747 West Adams
street.

1
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Carty has placed himself in view of ended with honors even. Both men
MIGNARD0T
Champion Jack Johnson' s supposed showed sigs of wear when they went WILLIAM FARAII-E.- MIL
elimination, in direct line for the In their corners and the succeeding
heavyweight title. He left the ring round was tame.
Jn the tenth, however,
smiling and virtually unmarked, de.
McC'arty
'daring later that while he never lauded a right hard to the jaw, put- made predictions as to the outcome of ting the veteran down for the 'count;
fights, he did not believe I'alzer was 'of nine.
Flynn arose groggily. and
as fast as Flynn.
hung on. Following up this advan- Fiynn was a pitiable spectacle as tage, the Missourian dropped Flynn
he dragged himself with the assis- for a second and third time, but the
tance of his seconds from the ring.UIis fireman made a remarkable rally " and
face was so puffed that he could lasted out the round.
GOLDEN STATE HAS PRODUCED MORE TOP NOTCH FIGHTERS THAN ANY OTHER SECTION
WILLI E RITCHIE COMPLETED THE LIST
hardly open his mouth and great
McCarty tried hard to end it in the
WHEN HE TOOK THE TITLE FRO M AD. WOLGAST .
slits over his eyes oozed blood despite eleventh, but Flynn showed strong rethe repeated applications of collodion. cuperative powers and held his heav-- j
Flynn's chances of winning disap-- I ier opponent even.
Badly battered
WORLD'S CHAMPIONS
X
peared almost as soon as the men and
rushing blindly, Flynn went Old
FROM CALIFORNIA.
squared awny for the first round. He. through the round, rockeW repeatedly
N
M
could not reach McCafty while the. by the blows that McCarty landed al- '
J. Corbett
Heaveyweights--,Ta- s.
MisBourian hit him at will. McCarty 4 most at will.
It was the same in the
and Jas. .Jf. Jeffries...
, ,.!
eluded his rushes easily and planted twelfth, the fireman's stamina afous- V
Middleweight .loe Thomas.
reEoundin; blows wherever he wanted jiig the wonder of the crowd.
"frf
55San Francisco Street,
V
Welterweight Dixie Kid.
to land tl
;
Flynn kept boring in in the thir- Willie
Ritchie.
Lightweight
McCarty t .best blo.va were straight 'teenth, shaking his head under ,the f.
e
Featherweight--AbAttell.
Bantamweight Frankie Neil. V
inviirinlilv rnnnerled Hush with the .led linon his miffed :mri lilppriinir fann ahd "Chapman, or some other Chicago
N
The next two rounds went the same ,Jallei-v- ' "oluu BU lu
w.
fireman's
manager in exchange for Mitchell,
tl.o iinnrin i,vW i,io
hacked
seldom
up.
lu
v.ever,
Flynn,
When Willie Ritchie was award-Corriden,
Humphreys and
it
was
Phelan,
at
his
When he (I'd give ground
only tagonist
mercy, but laekin
ed the decision over Ad Wolgast in
Knisely.
for a monif nt. and then he rushed in driving power to stop him.
their Thanksgiving day light Califor- To procure Corriden, Chicago havfor more.
lynn met a man against
a:mosf.
Flynn seemed
helpless
nia had the distinction of having had
was l'u when at the outset of the sixteenth ing insisted on getting a shortstop
whom his
a champion in every division of;
tile. Time i,:':T time he rushed and he was sent down tor the count ot before letting Tinker go, Cincinnati
pugilism heavyweight, middleweight.
flailed right and left, but the young-Fle- r nine, and when
a moment later a was to release Chance to Detroit and
feather-- ;
was too strong for him and the smash to the jaw dropped him for the Farrell planned to buy the "peerless
welterweight,
lightweight,
veteran was almost helpless.
weight and bantamweight.
second time, Referee tfyton stopped leader" from the Tiger club.
Tim Corbett brought the first cham-- ;
Flynn showed his old time form the fight and declared McCarty the
NEGRO ATTORNEYS QUIT
pionship to California when he stop- ioiily in fishes. McCarty throughout winner.
JOHNSON BECAUSE OF GIRL.
fought a cool, heady battle.
ped John L. Sullivan for the heavy-- i
Despite he chill that followed the
weight title in 21 rounds in New Or-Chicago, 111., Dec. 11. Jack JohnCOBB MAY
leans on September 7.
That
setting ol the sun, a large crowd of
son's attorneys, V. G. Anderson and
memorable victory gave boxing a'
.fight enthusiasts thronged the open-ai- r
K. H. Wright, both
negroes, asked
WITH
COME
arena.
tremendous boom in California and
the United States district court today
The betting had been heavy and the
HONEY BO V that their names be stricken from the
from that time virtually dates the de- odds erratic, with McCarty and Flynn
boxers
records as counsel for the fighter.
velopment of many
'
alternutir.;; as favorites, but shortly
in all divisions.
Corbett lost the!
Ty Cobb, the famous ceutertielder of: ' The lawyers said that John's recent
raised Flynn the Detroit American
before the curtain
championship on March 17, 1S97, to.
'cngue team, marriage to I.ucile Cameron, a white
'money vis the more plen'.'.l'ul, but may be. a miynber of George Evans'1 girl, was disapproved by them to an
Bob Fitzsimmons, but it was quickly
in
not
slow
were
admirers
MeCarty's
restored to California when Jim Jef:
"Honey Boy" Minstrels when they extent that they did not care to be any
taking it when offered at 10 to S.
make, their initial appearance in Santa longer' associated with him. Wright.
jies beat Bob Fitzsimmons on June
McCarty appeared to lie In perfect.;: Fi at tUe E,kg. tneatre on Thursday, land? Autiersdn' Represented Johnson
8, 189!).
iconniuon. aim wnue me same hum. December 19.
in the white slave cases yet to be
Frankie Neil grabbed the next title
"
.said in behalf of Flynn, some of those
ten- heard. ,
This
has
,
for the state by beating Harry
great
beep
ballplayer
ex-j
who watched his final workouts
dered a contract by the "Honey Boy;" ' 'Johnson appeared in the municipal
t'orbes in two rounds in San Francis,
suffered
He
had
skepticism.
pressed
and he has given the latter his prom- - court today to answer to a charge of
co on August 3, 1903. lie lost It to
for the want of sparring partners and ise
that should he accept any stage assault, and battery brought by a
Jem Bowker in London about one year
a
had littl" opportunity for
good sparit will be with the "Honey newspaper photographer whom John-Boyengagement
later.
ring workout.
Cobb is willing and son is alleged to have struck with a
Minstrels.
While Dixie Kid was never recogFlynn announced his weight as 190 anxious to
the
nized as the 'egitimate welterweight
troupe of his cane when the photographer tried to
join
5i.".
at
in
pounds. McCarty weighed
friend, George Evans, but thus far has take a picture when Johnson was
champion, the title nevertheless went
thu
entered
and
Flynn
McCarty
been reluctant to do so because of the locked in the county jail. Hearing of
to him when he defeated Joe Wolcott
Betting at the
ring at 8:55 o'clock.
at Colma on April 30, 1904. Dixie Kid
'ringside was at even money: Time objections of his wife, a Detroit heir the case was deferred.
ess.
was given the decision in the 20th
was cal ed at 9:02 o'clock.
ABE ATTELL, FEATHERWEIGH T; DIXIE KID,
TOP TO BOTTOM, LEFT JEFFRIES, HEAVYWEIGHT;
Cobb was a member of a syndicate
round, although all present at the batcarried the fight to Flynn
.TINKER TO CINCINNATI.
.McCarty
tle agreed that Wolcott had been the MIDDLEWEIGHT
New York, Dec. 11. Magnates of
first round, and the headed by the "Honey Boy," James J.
the
throughout
MIDDLEWEIGHT;
TOP TO BOTTOM, RiGHT JIM CORBETT, HEAVYWEIGHT; JOE THOMAS
victim of a downright robbery when
fireman spat blood as he went to his Corbett, erstwhile heavyweight
league will wind up their
THE CENTRAL PICTURE IS WILLIE RITCHIE, THE PRESENT
"Duck" Sullivan pointed to Dixie KIE NEIL, BANTAMWEIGHT.
corner.
pion of the world, and Billie Burke, affairs at a final session of the anKid as the winner. Sullivan was mob- WEIGHT CHAMPION. ALL OF THE MEN ARE LIVING.
to force the the well known vaudeville agent, that nual meeting this afternoon.
McCarty continued
bed and barely got away with his the title for eight years, losing to was never questioned and when he derful lighting ever seen in a modern fighting in the second, and Flynn sought to secure the holdings in the
After a series of negotiations it was
life.
that the
well estabiishedy
club
National
pretty
effecPhiladelphia
of;
to
league
his
reach
Kilbane.
and Stanley Ketchel had their sensa- ring and thereafter until his death seemed unable
Abe Attell was the next title hold- Johnny
Near tin! end of the round its president, Horace Fogel, who got trade of Joe Tinker to Cincinnati
The middleweight title was the next tional battle at Colma. on September was hailed as the middleweight cham-- ; tively.
woiild be put through
The
today.
er, claiming the featherweight crown to come to California, Joe Thomas 2, 1907, it was understood throughout pion of the world.
Flynn was staggered by a series o in bad odor with the National com-- !
mission because of his allegations ae&l .will involve not only Mitchell,
early in 1904 when Terry McGovern claiming it after he had cleaned up the boxing world as a match for the! Ritchie completed the list when he rights and lefts to the face and
and Young Corbett had outgrown that the boys in his division following the
that the New York "Giants" were Un-- phela and Corridon, but it is said
championship. Ketchel took the lightweight title away from peare.d groggy.
tllat as soon as Tinker becomes the
class. Attell successfully defended retirement of
H
in the fairly aided in winning the pennant.
with
a
came
rush
won-up
:!2
most
of
won
the
rounds
after
His
claim
Wolgast.
Tommy Ryan.
third, but McCarty stopped him with
Fogel telegraphed Evans that he Property of Cincinnati, Herrmann will
release of
a stinger tnat drew blood trom the could buy his stock for JSOO.OGfVeasli grant tlle unconditional
counted out, but his remarkable vi- - ot which could be heard throughout fireman's
j nis, n is saia. win
nose and forced him
to and $175,000 in paper, provided the r ranK unance.
lead to Chalice's retention by Presitality, persisting after twelve, years of the crowdede arena, sent him sprawl- - stall.
paper was satisfactory. After the syn- - dent Farrell for the
Yankees.
ring battles, remained with him until ing again for the finish. He got up
was
was
dicate
and
Corbett
in
evened
the fourth,
organized
it up
Flynn
Then complaining and denouncing
tlie middle of the sixteenth.
Kyi on
VNN NFIJPR
A
IN
f
AMI
HAft
AT
TIMT
on
and .carrying
negotiations in the Quaker
rushing McCarty
repeatedly
"
i i
j kwwii
the referee, barkening to the vocifer- for proclaiming McCarty the winner,
MIDSHIPMEN BET
him with an uppercut
that City, Fogel repudiated his former
As a reward of his victory in addi-i- i hooking
ous cries of "Stop it!" that had begun
DESPITE AN ORDER.
fer.
the
Missourian's
head,
Los 'Angeles, Dec. 11. Luther 11c- the tenth round, raised MeCarty's tion to 1he purse, McCarty will have
-Annapolis, Md., Dec. 11, Four hunThe fifth was a hammer-and-lonCobb has for the past four '.year
'
fiKllt
and
the
declared
ppd
Al
foi1
him
in
McCarty
and
the
iVernou
Palzer
the
a affair,
proclaimed
right glove
ring
Carty, of Springfield, Mo., won the'
in won the handsome and costly fcilver dred midshipmen violated- Superinending with a fierce mix-uwinner.
heavyweight championship battel of the center of the ring.
heavyweight championship, elimina-- j ,ne winner.
loving cup offered as a trophy for the tendent Gibbons' order forbidding bettion contest at Vernon last night from
The end came when Flynn had of twenty rounds on New Year's day.
e
Flynn took a terrible beating and
In the sixth Flynn staggered Mc- world's champion batsman bv the ting on the recent annual
Jim Flynn, the Pueblo, Colo., fire-- never had a chance against the
i nknown a few months ago, and
gone aown iwice unuer me ponuerous
'
a
at
football
with
sent
left
him
that
game
Carty
Philadelphia, it has
swing
'honey Boy." The only other time a
The battle ended in the six- - souri white hope. Savage smashes on smashes of 'his youthful
opponent but a glimmering ."hope" even after against the ropes.
been disclosed in an investigation just
of
was
this
character
hmis
tn.phy
up
teenth round when, after Flynn had the jaw sent him down three times in The first time Flynn remained down he had disposed of Al Kaul'f man, lie-- i
The seventh" hitfeHv
rnti.tit by the '.'Honey Boy" it becams the finished' at the naval academy.
He arose, staggerinsj
gone dov twice and appeared help- the tenth round. At that time it nine seconds".
property pf John "Honus'' Wagner,
half-arless, Referee Charles F. Eyton stop- seemed certain that lie would be and straight
blows, the thud
A little want ad costs but a few
the stellar
of the Pittsburgh
HERE'S A BOLD. BAD DESPERADO FROM THE "Pirates," ashortstop
friend of Boy Frye, who cents and brings wonderful results
when published in the New Mexican.
row registers from Santa Fe.
UERy WOOLY EAST.
KING BAGGOTT DETESTS SENTIMENTAL STUF
Should Cobb be able to overcome Try one.
jhis wil'es objections to him entwiiiga fWork for the New Mexican.
AND LONGS TO BE A RIP VAN WRIKLE;
It
the historionic realm, he will probably
for you, for Santa Fe and
in
olio
a
the
with
appear
monologue,
BUT IN MEANTIME HE ENTERTAINS MILLIONS
the new state.
preceding that of the "Honey Boy."
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CHANCE TO GET
NEW YORK BOYS
ON A BIG DEAL
11. American
Dec.
Chicago, 111.,
league magnates at their annual meet--j
ing today were expected to "waive"
on Infielder Corriden, of Detroit, upon
whose release to Cincinnati depends

j

alv Gertrude M. Price.)
King Baggott, as of course every
one knows, who frequents picture
plays, is one of the leading men of
the New York Imp Moving Picture
company. He is the husband, or the
lover, in nearly every picture in which
he appears.
And, listen, bps s'ck nrtd tired of
the job! He doesn't want any more
wives or sweethearts and he hates
hero.
being an
NOUling
pleases mm ueuei man
being cast for a genuinely wicked:
part, when he can tear up the furniture and generally play the villian to
his heart's content.
King is his real name, by the way.
He has organized a new club in New
Y'ork City which may soon rival the
old Lambs club in popularity and
ever-lastin-

mini

g

It is the New York Screen club!
The membership is restricted to photo
and managers,
directors
players,
writers, newspapermen, artors and a
few other choice spirits. Photo play-- .
ers of any section cf the country are
eligible, but on women not yet!
King told me all this in a gentle,
"hero" voice at the
Imp studio, down on West 5(Jth street
;
in New Y'ork City.
The studio, by the way, looks like
a second hand store, but that's noth- j

needs the money or likes the glory.
But don't mistake me. King Bag
gott looks as sterling as his name.
And 1 guess if there were any real
heroics to do he'd be the man on the
job.' Here's the point. He thinks
there is something better in the future pictures than the little story in
them new.. He believes the young
hero actors and the girl players of to
day's pic tures should look forward to
the time when they can play better!
parts suited to their age and exper-ience.
"When I am
and wearj
long whiskers I want to be playing
the 'Rip Van Winkles'
of the
'movies.' " he said. "We young men
must look to the. day When we ca'n
be the 'Joe Jeffersons' and the 'Robert
ItOSYVELL BUSTER JOHNSON, THE FAMOUS LUBIN CHILD ACTOR
Mantells' of our stage.. There are
great dramatic possibilities in the
Iloswell "Buster" Johnson is just the manager of that big Philadelphia
about
pictures.. They are what I am work- - frur years ol(
,,e nct9 jike a sure. concern has anything to say
.
be there,
he'll
iac toward."
fellow's
the
little
future
man, except that he Oh,
enough grown-uso much longer.
Here's a secret!
He is not a precocious lad and he
The Imp company' is preparing to isn't the tinicRt bit affected. He just
produce "Othello" in three reelsnaturally walks into the picture, does doesn't make believe. When Director
wi h King Baggott in the title role. his part, says lines of his own think-- Joseph Smiley says "One, two three.
It's to be a great picture with every ing and walks out again. "Buster" little "Buster" walks out in front of
!.nes dressing up for the screen. If the camera and plays his part. Here
attention to detail and scenerv.
Guess every one remembers Bag- - he can put on daddy's big storm boots you see him in his cute, little, pajama
hang his riding gloves to his lit- - suit telling folks to keep still 'cause
jott in "Old Tennessee" as a moun-r.ntaineer hero: in "Human Hearts" as tie belt he's perfectly happy. The baby's asleep. And there- you get a
and in the name part in famous Lubin kiddy has been "in the glimpse of him In his scary, wicked,
j Tom Logan
'
"The World 'Weary Man,"
business" for, Oh, ever so long, and if cowboy makeup.
d

Fine

KING I5AGCOT.
j

ing, because the latest moving picture
studio am in always looks to me to
be the funniest I have seen yet.
King Baggott says he is more of a
studio player than a cowboy expert,
and that he has reached the place
where he doesn't have to fall off a
barn or drop into a dirty puddle of
water if he doesu t feel like it. Some
one else can always be found who
1
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PRICE, $165.00

Domestic

Wines,

Liquors

CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.
JOHN HAMPEL,

Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
'
BsFamil Trade

Supplied.
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always

PEERLESS BAR

1

hoary-heade-

ads.

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power

d

1

j

New Mexican want
bring returns.

the
deal planned to put
With Imported Magneto.
Joe Tinker, the famous Chicago short- Motoi I'j c'e without a doubt with trouble
left at the factory.
stop in command of the Reds and
make Frank Chance, erstwhile "peer- less leader'' of the Cubs, manager of
the New York Americans.
Frank Farrell, owner of the Yan-- I
kees, intimated that Chance would be
his manager, but stated that as the
latter had not been signed, he must
maintain silence on the subject.
It was practically
L..IOHT SILEKT AND RELIABLK.
arranged that
Tinker, accompanied by Loudermeilk P ASM BROS , Kzts., SantaFe
many-angle-

j

live paper makes a live town,
aiakinr a live paper. Read it.

e are

--

San Francisco

it.5'

SANTA FE, N.

HaHENRY KRICK-

M.

e-

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

WEDNESDAY,

DEpEMBER

11,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

1912.
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Established

Incorporated

I856
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NOVEMBER WAS
DRV ALL OUER
NEW MEXICO
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Arts

FIVE

Crafts

ARTICLES
Hammered Brass Electric Reading
Lamps: Hammered Copper Reading
Sets in Hammered
Lamps; Desk
Brass and Copper;
Letter Racks; ii
Rocker
Blotters;
Paper Cutters;
Hammered Calendars; Tie
Racks;
jWisk Broom Holders; Etched Match
and
Hammered
Copper
Holders;
Brass Eowls and Trays; Belt Pins;
Bar Pins; Hat Pins; Candle Sticks.
HAND-MAD-

uiiiMiiidd lawuniiiig

(Owing to the great interest manifested In the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests its readers to
The following in the nrr.: r:il
in by mail (a postcard will do) Jmary of November
in
New
'
jor by telephone (call ''31 J") items for jiexico
will
By doing so the read-Jthis column.
The month of November uveniueil
iero will confer a favor on the New blflow the ,10rnial both in
Good? of
Mexican and on their friends. Com-- j tMre alld precipitation, the latter
sent by mail should bean,
With the
bo!ow the averse.
the signature of the writer).
exception of November, is:,; (O.otJi
WATCH OUR WINDOWS.
November 190S, it was the driest Special orders made on short notice.
II. ('. Draper Is hero from San (and
FOR THE LITTLE FOLKS,
'month of November during the is
DieKo, Calif., on business.
that records have been main.Mrs. Harvey is still at the sanitar- 'years
Wheelbarin the state.
tained
Automobiles,
Wagons,
Bicycles,
125 Palace Ave.
is
ium and
steadily Improving. .
The deficiency In temperature- wag
rows, Chairs, Writing Desks, Tables, Drills Trunks, Furni.Miss Hryan and Miss True have
general, except for small areas in
Horse
ture Sets, Drums, Cradles, Tool Chests. Trains,
come in from the Pajarito ranch.
I'nion and Quay counties, and
in
MPicture
II.
T.
Lex.Mrs.
and
Mr.
Carter of
and Wagon, China" Closets. Bureaus, Moving
of the San grp. de
tin'
foothills
Giving teas to the wall
region
in
ington, Kentucky, are sightseers
achines, Dishes, Doll Beds, Tree Ornaments and hundreds
flower brigade and dinCristo, Sandia, Manano, Capitan and
the
'
city.
of other articles.
Sacramento mountains, where n small ners to the bible class,
A. Ross,, the well known lumb"r
man of Albmiuei'que, is at the Mon- excess occurred. Along side of the and cotillion favors will
BIG FOLKS.
FOR
excess in temperature that occurred
bo articles apprap'iate
tezuma hotel.
over the Sacramento mountains, the for the i.nsi'ton bcxe3.
CO.
GOODS
ADOLF SELIGMAN
Mrs. (.!. Miera. who has been in
Bath Robes, Fine Umbrellas, Suit
Smoking Jackets,
of the month ocdeficiency
greatest
"The Cliy" H. II. Koch
Cuba, is here visiting lier daughter, curred in the Sacramento valley, averCases and Traveling Bags, Leather Collar Boxes, Gloves,
Mrs. Wagner.
ii
below
nora
the
Ties and Handkerchiefs, Collapsible Felt Covered Card
day
aging
degrees
.Mrs. Alexander Read, wife of (lie mal. Much less than norma! temperaDoillies
Tables, Linen Lunch Cloths, Dresser Scarfs,
plant to cost a iparler i.i a million
is
ill at her home ture also occurred in Hie lowvr Pecos
district attorney,
dollars, at the O.ark group of lead-- !
and Guest Towels, Hand Bags, Silk Hose, Silk Kimonas
on (lalisteo street.
middle Rio Grande, San Francisco zinc mines at K dl.v. The mining camp
in
of
Baskets
Bamboo
a
assortment
and large
Japanese
car- Tile Rev. C. K. Lucas, formerly and Cila valleys. A feature of the of Kelly is now shipping about
all the new shapes.
pastor of St.. John's M. 10. church in month was the' hick of either very loads of zinc ore each week, most of
warm or very cold days. Tempera- which is produced by three companies,,
this city, is here from Kspanola.
the McDonald Leasing,
Colonel 1C. W. Dobson. prominent at- tures in excess of SO decrees were the
Dresser Scarfs, Piano and Table Covers,rXmas
and
eounwarm
in
the
O.ark Smelting &'
rare
the
southern
een
Company,
of
Duke
the
Hand fZmbroidetecl Pure Linen.
City, arrived hero
torney
Handkerchiefs,
ties, while temperatures below zero Milling company. There litis been rethis afternoon on legal business.
LARGE ASSORTMENT TO SELECT FROM.
a few sr.it ions
in cently discovered ill the Ml shaft of
Chief Justice Clarence J. Hoberts, only occurred at
mine a deposit of copthe
The
to
the
counties.
sth
northeast
PMU.M:
who is in San Diega recuperating
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
10th were the wannest days of the per ore.
from the grip, is said to be doing fairly
is
ore
now
received
Custom
being
v
"7th
as
the
month, while
generally
well.
from three different properties and.
the coldest.
K. II. Sims and J. II. I.ucero, prom- The precipitation of the month was two more are getting ready to ship ur
in f 11 1 resident of i.as
the Socorro Alines plant, r me ore is
Cruces, Dona very light; about
of
from the lowest revels of the aaHaaMtflaagMSg
Ana county, arrived here this ul'ter- coining
had none, while nothing greater
INSURE WITH HARVARD AM) KfcST COM CM.
::::
::"
'" The
down
mine.
sliafl is going
noon.
than a trace occurred in over two- soon
the
and
be
will
Qn
J. II. Toulouse left fliis afternoon thirds. Ilarring a few slatrons in ex- steadily
level.
Tin' average daily tonfor Albuquerque. Mr. Toulouse is the treme southern Eddy, Otero,
It May Be YOLR Property Next!
Dona
in (lie mill is 165 tons.
.handled
page
sani-new
j Ana and buna counties, a
manager of the Sunniount
BANK &
UNITED
general and Work lias just been started on the
tarium.
marked deficiency occurred, greatest
INSURE NOW
Trilby, group and it is the intention
V. A. Cameron, the well
known in the foothills and mountain re- to'.
ore to one of the. custom
ship'
HAYWARD
WITH
traveling passenger agent of the gions, but large generally over the Uhiijs, A gasoline hoist .may lie in-- ,
'
AND
.
Santa Fe, from Kl Paso, is in the city plains, the Pecos, I!io Grande, San stalled Within a few week?,.- - ;
on business.
Juan and Gila valleys. The snow fall
BE SURE
Does a
A.
CHAMIZAL ZONE QUESTION.
his
Staab, accompanied by
son, was light, and' was confined to the
:
1.
'Dr. Edward Staab. of Xew Vork City, higher mountain country of the northWashington, I). ("'., Dec.
B. HAYWARD,
haves tonight for California to be gone ern and central counties. Little or supreme' court will leave unsettled for
none remained at the close ot the, the present at least, the (piestion
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
five or six weeks.
Your Patronage Solicited
zone at Kl
month and the water outlook
was
the
whether
(Tiamizal
.Mrs. Lienau. who has been visiting
I'aso. Texas, is in the Cniled Stales
::::
IMPS RRAL ESTATE, ill A WAKD II AS IT.
her son, the Deputy Insurance Com- - poor, with stock water scarce,
Mexico. The court today sent hack
or
was
were
Sunshine
there
abundant;
E,
I.
N. B. LA UGH IN, President.
W.
missioner P.- M. A. I.ienau, left last
GRIFFIN, Cashier.
23 clear days, 5 partly cloudy and but to the federal court for western Texnight for her home in Xew York.
as, the case in which the title of the
J. B. LA.HY,
Editor and Attorney K. 1). Tittman, 2 cloudy days. At Roswell Sil per two nations to the .one was raised,
occent
of
the
total
sunshine
possible
of Hillsboro. Sierra county, and for
of failure to print the record.
Ke 7S per cent, because
merly of the Xew York Times, arrived 'curred, anil at Santa
The
court held the matter was
Texas
here this afternoon on legal business. 'The humidity of the month was low, one for diplomatic and not for judicial
52
was
at
there
cent
the
THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
Agrieitlper
The condition of Frank Keefe, who
determination.
was operated on for appendicitis yes- tural College, 47 per cent at Santa!
HAVE JUST RECEIVED A COMPLETE LINE OF
terday, is steadily improving. Ho Fe and (i4 per cent, at Roswell. Winds
HYDE GETS THREE YEARS.
stood the ordeal very well despite his were light and prevailing westerly,
II.
New York, Dec
No gales occurred, although high
weakened condition.
illyde, former city chamberlain, con- Mr. and Mrs. M. I. Burrows are winds were recorded locally in parts victed of bribery in connection with
Something NEW in
on the 3d, 4th, nth. 11th
visiting Mr. and .Mrs. Jacob of the state
the manipulation of city funds was
House
;
and Electric Light s ; here
Huh
26th.
and
Kith,
Weltmer. Mrs. Burrows was Miss
sentenced by Justice doff today to not
TEMPERATURE.
Weltmer before she was married,
of 150 feet, 50
lot has a
trees
more than three years and
six
COLORS GUARANTEED
FAST
The mean temperature of the state
She was one of the most popular of
months and not less than two years in
ns
determined
from
of
the
to
Sun
records
lawn. Location one block and half from
Water
and
the younger set here.
state's prison.
87 stations having a mean altitude of
The justice, however, issued a stay
Former Superintendent of Public about
5,0110 feet, was 40.8 per cent or
Capitol Building.
of execution attroeins to admit
the
Instruction J. E. Clark is back in 1.5
OI
excellent
show you
per cent below the normal, and
to $25,000 bail, penditiK argu-- :
the city after a successful tour of the
prisoner
1.9 per cent above November,
lull.
his
in
ment
of
the interests of a big insurstate
appeal.
FLOOR COVERING
The1 highest monthly mean was 50.0
TCT UNUSUAL
ance company.
Mr. Clark has comPERJURY CHANGED IN DYNAand
at
the
lowest
degrees
Carlsbad,
pleted one of the finest residences in 30.2
MITE TRIAL.
degrees at Klizabethtowil, while
A
Santa Fe.
the
was
recorded
highest
tempwatprp
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ESTATE
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INSURANCE
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T. I,. Oapt, of the cattle sanitary
t
n
H7 degrees at ldkewood, and ihe low-(Continued from pa; nnel
a visitor today from Al
6 degrees at Elizabethtown.
4! board, was and
Tatest,
Phone, Red 189.
some
time
at
spent,
buquerque
Judge, A. I), Anderson, said he was
the capitol. He says that the cattle greatest local monthly range in tem- not in a
711
was
position to give bond. lie
at
UEOROE WOSTEMHOLM & SONS'
perature
degrees
Vermejo
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,
of Xew Mexico seem in fairly good
was taken to jail.
44
accordingly
Park
least
at
and the
decrees
health. The bureau of animal inThe letter which Quigley denies lie
Mranch, while the greatest loCELEBRATED SHEFFIELD POCKET KNIVES
dustry will likely publish statistics Merger's
wrote, was as follows:
67
at
cal
was
daily
range
degrees
later on.
liluewater on the 14th. The district "YVimie County Carpenters' District
Council, Detroit, Mich.,
were as follows: No. 7 (Caaverages
DETECTIVE LOSES JOB
41.8 degrees; "Ilrotlicr ii. It. Cline:
nadian
and
Northwest)
TRYING TO SAVE BROTHER.
"We have made a mistake in out
No. 8 (Pecos and Kio rande) 40.5 deOver 100 Patterns to select from at Special Prices,
Memphis, Tenn., Dec. 11. Charged
man and it is all off with the big
DRUMMERS' SAMPLES.
with having knowledge of a plot to grees, and No. I) (Western) 40.3 de- show. He
has got in radically wrong
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chance for this month only.
lrce his brother, who was en route grees.
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me
would'
and skipped, for lie told
PRECIPITATION.
from
to
Ca.
.in
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,
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License Numbers,
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The average precipitation for the not make good.
custody of officers Ernest Xolan was
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of
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records
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state,
by
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for
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so
him
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they
beThe people of Santa e are invited to visit the Largest and
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you straight. "Was Hashing the century
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The
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November,
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETf; ,'
greatest and drunk since you left, till last
misuse of the mails, was to be taken
LINE of
from detectives in Memphis by the amount was 1.75 inches at Newman,
night.
Halloway gang of thieves, who were Otero county, and the least none ai
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amount
stations.
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in
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f hoi e handwriting.
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Santa Fe

THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

New Mexican

The

President.

William F. Brogan

S5.0 Daily Per Ouarter, by mall
$2.50 Dally per quarter, by carrier

Weekly, per year

$1.00

SANTA

FE

Organized in

1870.

Time is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to presen-

HEADQUARTERS FOR HUNTERS.
Season Now Open for All Kinds of Game, and there is plenty of it. Now is the
time. Send for Illustrated Booklet.
VALLEY RANCH, N
THE VALLEY RANCH,

$1.25
$1.50
50

Weekly, six months
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KASE SIX

Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit AcLetters of Credit and Drafts issued on
counts opened.
Stock Exall Countries. Coupons collected and cashed.
effected.
Telegraphic
change Sales and Purchasrs
transfers of money made.
It Is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates

ning to have a little of the Christmas
spirit visible in their own pretty home,
and do their share toward bringing
AS
SEES IT
some cheer and happiness to those
TO
ho have not.
am also
irom an eastWHEN THE SHIPS COME IN.
; of this paper, some
ern
correspond'.;
The Christmas ships, came in11. the suggestions along sue !:ne of help to
"
other day rrom auronu. .......
lholj0 who 11(e(1 it ia;il the readers
strange cargo, but it look a goodlj
y
Mpxi(.al) mav gl fronl that
amount of coin to buy.
Uiut wU aiJ jn ,nakus tMs
gone
.(p,is
do
o
pHb.
it was a shipment
, n d
for
monkeys, birds, gold !tsh weie uicluu
ed, to say nothing of Persian Angora,"1"The greatest of these is chanty,
kittens at ten dollars per and "Cam-- ;
sup-Thbook.
panini'" canaries at the same price. it says in the great lawin
thought and
list of birds included Japanese pose it means charity
and piping bullfinches heart as well as that of the hands,
nightingales
REMARKS
warranted to sing the classical opera- j,tli! in the past, Santa Ke has not been
,nniindful of the season. Already
rag time.
tic airs of
Put these royal creatures were not .aVf, seen exhibiton of it in the plans
,,i for
just the common gink, and only ,c,j11K made and it seems as if there
What do we care about those
those who were looking for costly js jkpy 0 De niany a little heart
walking is good.
gilts could indulge in these imported ma(je g;aj and many a home cheered
luxuries.
to
hy the thoughtfulness of societies and
Simla Fe is on the map; the thing
Among jiisi in!' uveiuKc
individuals.
little.
a
the
map
to
do now is
change
are hunting miner aim yon iui numc-V
lc is a good investment, anyway, from
thing inexpensive, Ihe movement slill "hattvei standpoint we look at it, for
Further information concerning the U on for a sane Christmas.
does the heart more actual
New .Mexico Central furnished on
Kven aside from the "spugs" there nothing
to he filled with thought of
to be an influence favoring a ; cod than
toward
to be charitable
and
cthi
ts
Christmas
old
time
of
the
rtvival
those in need.
The scenery along the Santa Fe nu spirit.
think there is nothing more pa- wav is line and you can see it lunch
To get back to this fine spirit one
t's cheaper too
bi tter if you walk
only has to read again the gem of lit- thetic than to see a little child vlio
Irving's "Old knows of Santa Clans and believes in
erature, Washington
think everyone ought j,,m an( fjmis on, Christmas morning
What kind of a situation exists thai Christmas."
if von were to order a bill of goods to read it once a year, anyway, as that historic dispenser of gifts - has
the season approaches, just to e't passed by the door or missed the
you get it via th
via the P. & it.
the atmosphere of this day.
Santa Fe?
chimney. Sometimes we feel that
I am led into these thoughts
by a tllilll,s 1,,
(js WOrld are not very even- We have nothing against souliier n circular that came to my desk from an , dlvi(e(j bllt we can do something to
"The Sensible
called
Cnliforiiin tellers but we sure are for organization
even it up.
This club does
niH.Vuiv Wni,t:i vP first. Inst and Christmas League."
,i,
ll0t favor abolishing Christmas, not
all the time.
at all, but to make if the old Christ- Mr. Fly nn's hopes of securing the mas. For the first few days after
'
world s championship is to "come.'ms noimay ine average man
a piker. He has had to, or felt
liiifl." n ml few men "come back" ill
ihe had to, give when there was no-- '
the nrize ring.
...
thing back of it but a sort of feeling
(From the Albuquerque Jieratti)
that if he did not he would be thought
in
this
city
The plan being broached
queer,
A. R Henehan of the
In
One does not feel like putting on a g'anta Fe cha:nbeI. of commerce, look- very broad smile on Christmas morn-- ! iiiE' tn a boosters' meeting to be held
ing when he knows he has gone be- - ,n ,he capital during the sessions of
jyend what he knows he ought and;thp gtate presf) association iu .iaml.
v'
has given when no heart is iu it. There ;
and to be attended by repre-- ;
O
some
is not any pleasure in giving
of tne various leading cit-- f
9pntatives
rather elaborate present to some 'One, ,e8 Qf the 8tate ,ookg ,ike a good one
not very near to you because she sent; ,u fact any 8Uggestion for a state1
you a cut. glass olive dish last year. nleetillg of boosters is always good.
You would so much rather have tak-- : The).e ls no doubt that Ule
Fe
en the money to buy a little more ex-- ! ,I)vitation will De cordially g,)lta
received
pensive gift to one of your own
the peop,e of the various cities ofj
mediate family.
Ule gtate) and if the matter i8 taken
The "spugs" or the Sensible Christ-;- ,
vjgorousiv ln the proper quarters'
mas League ought to become a nation-;plnter.citv gathering can be brought!
!al organization and in full operation
together wllcn may accomplish some
by another year, so that all will under-- imporlant result8 and work tor the
stand it ; so we can have an "Old henem of every city rep,.eSented. The
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Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
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NEW MEXICO NEEDS IT.

When the legislature meets, turn tiling that will be asked of it is the
susof the bureau of immigration and an appropriation for lis
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THEY LOUE 'EM AFTER THEY ARE DEAD

Your into conservative is the man who worships a dead radical.
are not sure whether the above sentiment is original or plagiarized.;
We know however, that is a perfectly good statement of fact.
Witness .1. T. Morgan contributing to the library of congress the autoof
or
declaration
the
of
independence.
signers
graphs
John Hancock is dead. So is Samuel Adams. It is'all right, therefore.;
for Mr. Morgan to say that the memory of these men shall be properly
honored and that their handwriting shall not be lost to posterity.
Suppose Adams were to come to life and to begin to talk of his political
sentiments. His talk would sound very much like that of Hob LiiFo'llette or
William J. Tiryati.
The men who signed the declaration would talk about "inalienable rights"
and about "liberty" and what governments are for, and why governments
That business about the "consent
which oppress should be overthrown.
sentiments;
of the governed" smacks strongly of the
of William .1. I'.ryan, and it might have been (lene Debs who said that it was
the "right of people to alter or abolish their government," or to "institute
a new government" and to "organize its powers in such form as might seem
'CliriStmaS,
most likely to result in equality and the pursuit of happiness."
Ulcvirn Ctotfl Pvoco uounnidtinn
V,ntr
Let this be the last year that
They
as
be
Morgan.
would
by
convention will serve as the founda-- ;
shocking
Such sentiments
regarded
of us will make of himself or
tion for a good-sizecrowd and it is
would shock President Taft, and they would be heartily discountenanced by:
a Christmas piker.
to say that the pen-all the trustees of Mr. .Morgan's museums and the directors of his banks
unnecessary
"
and the operators of his railroads. They would certainly be considered as
pushers could supply a large part of;
DO IT.
ACTORS
LET
THE
constitutional,
second
tne desirable enthusiasm for the occa-- '
our
of
thought,
"subservient
orderly,
It is generally supposed that a play sion.
fathers style of government."
is
It is a good scheme and there is no
not
but
given for the benefit of the audience;
Let
"fathers"
of
the
the
us
preserved;
have
No.
signatures
air glad thet thet feller and that the talking to be done will doubt that it will appeal as such to
their sentiments. Let us commemorate their features in bronze, but forget - "Wal,
..
Flwnn."
alli
heir talk. Let us not interfere with "business" or "stir up discontent, or ivtikarty iickcq uicv "I hev not got no be on the stage, but oftentimes peo- the citizens ofA every town asked to
call
simultaneous
"class hatred." as did Robert Treat I'aine, Benjamin Franklin. Robert Moi says the Old Codger. thet feller Flynn pie seem to have the other Idea of it participate.
fitin but
sent
be
out
for
convention
a
fur
use
on
want
to
and
priz
talk
any
might
themselves,
Jefferson.
Thomas
l.ee
and
Richard
ris,
Henry
seemed tu want tu git licked so air old subject, no matter how foreign to of the State Municipal league, or-I hev
not bin a the play and display their wisdom of gamzed in this city, on the same date.
licked.
he aot
nlad
.
a
enuf eggs sense this yere snow hjw
slloud ,)(J doue or lmco,k a!A little pushing ought to bring out a!
gettin
President Tuft's idea of harmonizing does not accord with that of a very kum. They air not mucn money en
of alleed wit ou tne acting, if splendid representation and result in,;
great percentage ot his lellow citizens, i ne remowu 01 a husk uumu.-- i 101 raiSin chickuns, goi darn ei, en
;thev can find in avenue for it, or on "'"'""'"B
federal office holders for no other reason than that tliey did not vote
a fac, too, by heck."
some other foreign subject if the
EAGLES CARRIED OFF BABY.
Taft will not harmonize anybody to any great extent.
acting does not suffice.'
Kingfisher, Ok., Dec. 11. Farmers
There is no use in splitting
liesides this question of harmony, there is a bigger, broader view of it
Santa Ke is not alone in it. The
re-- ;
to trains theatre conversationalist
anitiveB when it conies
is cosmo brought into Kingfisher tour golden
very tendency of the thought and action today is toward the
of seven
moval of the personal in politics and the substitution of the general, that
um)),,fs three and four. Have a hum politan. He talks in every theatre in headed eagles of a flock
', and disturbs the .New v ork that have their aeries in the C!vp Hills
is. a tendency toward a consideration of the leveling and the uplifting of the smdwich fellers, and slice the ham the land
Tho
..... ........
... u'cu,
north
,. v..3v.
nillpa ..u.
...v. oair.
v.un
.... .....ii .... t.
c.nt.. IP tnlrtv fivp
disorganized conditions that have gradually necouie esiaonsneu. tnrougii a tlin
les
so
had
off
carried
small
much
ami
of
f t 10 finovn n
inattention.,
Mr ia
neglect
fit
p
long period
'
.. . .iln .stock that the fanners finally organiz- .. ...... c.,,.,!,,- in l.w.l.:
t h r(,ei.Tt
Our Invp tor inai ueai rrtiiiti Fei
nnnii tlw nlllcc nr ni'esicKMlt alio
'
,
is growing with
nni
want8 ,0 hear the play is bar-- : mias were
upon the man himself who is chosen to fill it. and though we know he is Railway company
and
lulled.
,
.
..
i
n
snit,-captuted
will
annroavh
i.s iu
.
nf
...
!,
...
coo,,,
,...ttv
......
ii,.,.
,i,
.,.,,i
m
.!..
ei,.i,
uu........
,
.
.inn Kn,i
iu l',-l
nave
oecausc
some
iiuumn. aim wiiiu ii.
outers
l
irom
it
lieu
"l...
.
.
..
is a lilt! beneath an official who occupies the highest position within Hie almost worship when we get a squaie.
,
cannot
,i,.,
.,.,
deal for our own dear old new feanta rtBtrajn thc ow j have always feltigtead of
.power of the people to bestow.
gypsies carried away an in- The removal from office of a man who exercises his right as a citizen, Ke.
(that the chap who went to a play and f.mt child from that community seve- "
to vote as he phases, is an abridgement of personal liberty, and that is
aid ,lot ljke it ollgnt to go out auJ ral months ago. One of the captured
vouchsafed by our constitution.
The Santa Ke Railway company ' give those who do like it a chance, eagk s weighs sixteen pounds and has
-The spirit of the times calls for a broader view of things and an elimina- - pleased" to secure your freight, but j,llt tuey are of tne dog ;n the manger a sweep of wings of nearly eight feet
tion of selfishnei and individual aggrandizement or gain, but the president
y0u want to go east to buy a bill of, type, and though they are not getting
in
view
seems
it.
His
m
to
se
action
lia.e
not
EVERY STRCET IN SANTA FE
petty
particularly
does
goods, take Number Two and eat at Pn joyment themselves, they evidently;
caught
.
ot the fact that 'tis tenure of office is so bnet.
Fred Harvey eating houses all tne do i:ot want anyouo else to get any.
to be sure. Has Its Share of the Proof That Kid- it appears like petty, personal spite.
It's thoughtlessness,
way.
a
They don't come there to spoil anyone . ney Sufferers Seek,
Backache? Kidneys "weak?
It is estimated that about l.iuMi.imil tourists visit the Alps annually, and it
KILLS WIFE AND SELF.
else's pleasure. They just don't think.
The "I didn't think" business has
Distressed with urinary ills?
is safe to say that not one hundredth part of them know of the great, beauti- Kng., Dec. 11. The
Brightlingsea.
Want a reliable kidney remedy?
ful. magnificent west, filled with scenery which surpasses that of Switzer-- : i,odjes 0f the two Americans who were been the cause, not only of discom-- i
Don't have to look far.
Ttsp what
land, and possessing a climate nut eeiip&td by Itul. To briii a share of ,oumi dead here were identified as fort but things of much greater im- these foreign enamoured tourists to a consideration and knowledge of our n,ose 0f Junius Brutus Ilooth. an ac- - port for years and years, and there is Santa Fe neonl . recommend.
Every
own land and its wonderful attractions sliuld be the effort of every true tor of Boston, and nephew of Edwin not anything much more selfish than' street in Santa Fe has its cases.
See America first, ought to tie the watchword.
American.
Hooth, and his wile. Booth first gave the djdnt think fault. If everyoii3
Here's one Santa Fe man's experi- "
poison to his wile in a steeping didn't think, this season of Christmas ence.
He woud i,e a barren and hopeless sea- Let Jose Ortiz y Baca, of Alto St.,
Mary Carden declares that she would make a wonderful wife. It's leap draught and then killed himsefl.
a
pea
tne
note
toiind
in
an
own
in
contessed
bid
for
a
without
make
lo
her
chance
has
eon. It teaches us to think, not of our- - tell it.
and
waiting
Mary
year yet.
room of the hotel the two had occu- selves, but others, and it may be that; He says: "In 1907 I used Doan's Kid-offer through the accustomed channel.
It read:
pied.
iu that, that it ney Pills for pains in my back that
its
greates value lies
...
.. ,
i
!..
.
,
a Rieeyiue
l nave given no wue
'
t
tl.n1. ... nthprs than
in
rvili1o,l mo fnr thnu, vonra Thov
a
of
fusion"
deal
We used to hear
political parties. Judging
great
1
canto ease her pain As
;ed
Belves
brQ
t
from the expressions at the progressive gathering at Chicago it is not in draught
,
not live without her w.ll give my-.. .
I
a
fashion any more.
that
public
gave
satisfactory
S
3
THOSE WHO HAVE NOT.
statement in their praise. Now after
frietuls sav that the neph- Jt is the season for thought of those, two and a half years have passed, I;
Lemon juice is now declared to be an excellent nervine. That's funny. ew of the
great actor had been de-tes-- 1
It has generally been considered that it takes away a man's nerve to be
for a long time and had who have not and to whom in this gladly confirm every word of that
spondent
I
I
have
can
add
little
that
is
titnoniai.
to
handed a lemon.
there
dawn
since;
holiday about,
been a victim of drugs.
used Doan s Kidney Pills, giving mem
merriment in prospect.
AIRY GARB.
IN
PARADES
All over the country certain organ-- ; a more thorough trial and have receivIt is a good thing that Christmas is not much farther away or sortie
Dec. Ii. A man
Chicago,
ttllS
wearing
knOW
I
tliat
moot
fnmiinar
am
tr
hpnefit.
this
Imlinni
Pl'pat
effort
to
be
lose
who
are
that
of the youngsters
good may
desperate
making
nothing except his underwear and a n'ual emer
,
ln Santa Pe. that remedy is a cure for backache and.
their halo.
0
kl Iney complaint
the
Ihe
institution,
id
Vrthe!P'-dadi'ng'oi,
Hoard of Trade has assumed this; For sale by ail dealers. Prtce 50
New York has recently pulled off a speechless dinner. That was cer,i
Vnrti,..i0
Mlta
and looked after those to
tainly a slam at the orators who have been generally considered a necessary Station. He gave his name as Charles
nnstmas
wine.
a
promiseu
auxiliary.
iv,.,
Anderspn. He said lie "never had
:
n
home and that he took off his clothes defies, among the fraternal organiza-- - Slates.
me uuuic "
chanis
this
Keniemuer
to
of
The present session
congress
develop a melody of swan because Ihe station was too hot
likely
He tions contributed through
I
nel and this year the JMks are pian take no other.
held for examination.
tongs.
We.

PLAN.

American Plan, $2.50 and up.
Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

r--

j

AMERICAN

NEW MANAGEMENT.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

ip
THE DUKE CITY
FAVORS IT

0

OF

THE
PALACE
M.
SANTA FE,

1

g

C TUKKR

Both Native and G.;rmantwn Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
119 Don Ciaspar Avenue.

,

ininii-graiio-

N VFA

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

limit!-turns-

tenance.
on
This was run- of the Ihings that fell by the wayside last winter ami
that account one of Ihe very important departments, established to help this
to
Mate toward an advanced condition and added population, was crippled
it
to
useless.
render
as
extent
such an
o argument should be needed touching the value of a bureau of
made a state department and placed under state control.
New .Mtxir-- is still Hoarded ia tile east as a part of the gnat American
desert. Its possibilities and advantages have not been exploited as they
should have been and this great, potential state lias been handicapped from
lack of proper advertisement.
Let this mutter of an immigration bureau be taken up early enough to
the legislature
permit any differences of view regarding the matter, between
and Coventor McHonaid, be adjusted before it is too late to exchange opinions and meel on a common ground.
The welfare of the state will be enhanced by a department of immigration. It is one of the really important matters for consideration at the ('0'"-iusession and every citizen who is interested in the growth of our splendid
state will expect some action on the immigration matter.
It is to be hoped that the important matters will not be put off as they
were last w inter, to be skidded through without proper consideration.
There is no doubt that the work of the coming session will he more
closely inspected than ever before by the citizens of the state.
if imH work is not done bv the members it will be remembered, and
come
though no fiction could be taken by the poopl at once, the time will
when it can be.

PROPRIETOR.

EDDY DELQADO,

1
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LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
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im-jb- y

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

1

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

j

Rooms en suit with
Steam
Meat,
Electric
baths.
light,
private
Central Location.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

1

glory-of-the-

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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How About That Fire Insurance?

PECULIAR HARMONY.
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IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
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TEN DOLLARS ANNUAL PREMIUM

Read what is offered
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nury accident
for accidental loss
VaA for dismemberment
Cnn nn Pain
of one hand, onu eye
.UUU.UU or loss of sidht
Paid forucctilental loss of
nn
,or accidental deiilti,
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eye by travel accident.
sight travel by accident
totu'
WeeUlv indemnity for total div
Weekly Indemnity for
CIA fin disability
fid ubiiitv
trointravel accident
3lU.Uv
accidental injuries
For oartial disability one hulf weekly indemnity. No Medical Kxaminatlon Required.
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INSURANCE CONTRACT!

WONDERFUL

A

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
A Desk Unit with few or
many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.
Roomy, convenient attractive. We want to snow you
its advantages aod possibilities. GO, write orphauus about it.

CO,

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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tin' county seat case have been com-p'etrd, printed and s enl to Washing-ton for consideration ot 1n supreme
court of the L'nited Stall s. Cat roll
of the most powLincoln in the
infection
and
Catron represent
Wood
is
.1
disease
plains.
this
realizes
that
Everyone
of
With the completion of this road, case and Hewitt and Hudspeth p'pro.
erful nature, the virus of which so thoroughly poisons the corpuscles
for i;i:.t Two bedrooms or part
the circulation that its symptoms are manifested over almost the entire
Crady will have an outlet either way sent the county commissioners and
if well I'll II is lied house.
Phone 117
and throat ulfor hi abundance of products, beside Carrizozo.
body. First comes .1 tiny sore or pimple, then the mouth
diseases
skin
fall
out,
to
been
hair
the
The
case
has
to
the
and
in
much
the
long
a
initv.
begins
swell,
groin
cerate, glands
traveling public
'giving
shorter route from the gulf coast to fought through the low er courts and
l.reak out on the body, and even the boms ache with rheumatic pains.
so
blood
a
on
ROOMS FOR R F.N -- Modern
effect
curative
poison
can
have
in
blood
the northwest. The southern the present count) buildings at Car
any
points
purifier
Only a real
C. A.
Vi'lliences.
Johnson
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an enterprising young colored chau- ffeur of New York City." The car has
N a "baggage deck" on top and
THE WEATHER.
may
Santa Fe. X. M., Dec. 11 For N prove of great service to bag men
"It is;
New .Mexico
going to and from the depots.
Tonight generally
N rair, cooler in southeast portion Vtlie nearest approach to a trolley cai'j
'Santa Fe has seen," exclaimed a San-- ;
Thursday, fair.
ta Fean today as the car came arounu
X

'

is your prwttdae to ivr:!a In Dr. Pi.'icc for ac'rice, cud it u:ill be gladly
given free of charge. Of ci,ur:.u d! coittmunicctions ere confidential.

MOUNTAINEERS
ON GRAVE CHARGE.
Newark, X. .1., Dee. 11. Sullen,
and without counsel, the three
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is Seeley Davenport, 12 years old. According to poslodice inspectors who
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A pure, healthful, Cream
of Tartar Baking Powder

the plaza.
Rubber that is Right Our rubber
TLLEPHONING
to he absolutely
The New Mexican, if your business goods guaranteed
'
mountaineers arrested at Dov;
When buying an article of food you are
is about advertising, subscriptions or right in every respect. See our spe- er, X. ,f., last night charged with TRUST METHOD- - MUST
call up "31 W." If cial hot water hag, guaranteed lor
work,
please
job
to
entitled
exactly what you are
letters to Wood-roUNDERGO A PROBE ALSO. y0U WSh to speak to the editor or give two years. Zook's Pharmacy.
writing threatening
Wilt-on- .
as
federal
locked
are
r
;
up
Dec. II. Price any news, please phone "Jl J.
Read Boy is Better The
quality and ingredients.
Washington. I).
prisoners here awaiting preliminary cutting by monopolies or combinations
old son of District Attorney and Mrs.
refused
is
If this information
buy it.
examination Monday. Two are bro- in one
If it's Res.t Estate Hayward has it. Alexander Read is steadily improving;
locality to drive competitors
21
and
and
Dunn,
Jacob
I'eter
vaudethers,
at St. Vincent's' sanitarium. The boy
out of business is to be immediately
Change of pictures and good
Some of the low grade baking powders
L'C
years old, respectively. The other
was kicked by a lioi'se Sunday while
ville at the F.Iks.
are advertised, but
ingredients of the
Get the best results from your doc- - he was playing with the little boy of
tor's careful diagnosis. Have your .Mr. and Mrs. .Moore, in (he yard of
are
scrupulously concealed.
powders
It:
their home on Calisteo street.
prescriptions iilled at Zook's.
A housekeeper would not use a baking
The district seems the youngsters were teasing
In San Juan County
court will hold a session in San Juan a horse with a switch when the ani-- j
powder containing alum if she knew it.
nial kicked the Read hoy over the
county, beginning next week.
WAXTF.D Position by experienced right eye. Mr. Read has been with;
He,
ladv stenographer, capable of assum - iliis boy for the past two days.
said today that physicians hold out
127 J.
Phone
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responsibilites.
re-- .
the are offered for sale to the person who
Notice is hereby given that
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Limited,'
For
Illustrated, $1.50.
reserve co, Octavo,
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tonight.
December 12th, 13th and 14th. Hours: "'e
offices of the state corporation com-- i
2 to 5 p. in.
mission. The company is incorpora-FINE PROGRAM AT GUADALUPE
It was 15 degrees at lj o'clock this
into
Boquets, Designs, Decorations.
2,r,0(l
HALL THURSDAY NIGHT. ted for ?2.",000' divided
morning but the man who felt the icy
is the program of the shares at $10 each. The incprporators
The
following
breeze in his face, unprotected by a entertainment to be "iven at Guada-llup- are lsidro Sandoval, 1250 shares; Sol.!
;nc lllock East Old San iMigue Church.
shawl collar, thought a zero tune was
Benjamin, 625 shares and Sol Weiller
hall Thursday night:
Flower
Stand
with the Modern Grocery Company.
C2.j shares,
All are residents of Abeing played by the elements. The
Piano Solo Emma Krick.
Phone 12.
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
where the company has its1
lbuquerque
range in temperature yesterday was
Spanish Hymn.
oflice and Sol Weiller is the statutory'
Irani is to ;!" degrees and the average
You
Wit'i
"Won't
Song
Play
relative humidity was 85 per cent. Me?"
agent.
AT LAS CRUCES.
Yesterday was a clear day with a
Drama El Beso del Per
Spanish
mean temperature of ;i degrees below don.
The state corporation commission
(Act 1.
the normal.
Phone L
just held a meeting at Lts Cruces to
Phone 4.
Spanish Song.
Christmas trees, place your order
go over some telephone matters. From1
Christmas.
Song
Las Cruces, Messrs. Owen r& Wilnow. The best trees that will be
Children's Polka Folic fiance.
liams, ot the commission, went to
brought to the city. Phone 12!) W.
Act II of the Drama.
Deming to transact some business.
Prices right.
Piano Solo Miss Edith Hampel.
.Mr. Groves has returned home and
The tableau at the close of the or.
Going to Grandma's Lina Quin-tan- was at his office this morning.
tertain-mento be given
Thursday
AWAIT UNCLE SAM.
night at Guadalupe Hall will be the
Act III of the- Drama.
The next move to get "Chef" Calles,
apparition of Our Lady of Guadalupe.
EVERYTHING THERE IS TO EAT
Spanish Song.
the escaped convict who is in Juarez,
It will be a striking "living picture"
General Tableau.
will be made by I'ncle Sam. The ac-- '
and everyone should see it. Tickets
Vocal Solo -- Mrs. J. Read.
tion of the state department will likeare being sold today.
Tableau Apparition of Our Lady oi ly take place this week, as the papers
Manicure Tools, cuticle and nail
in the case arrived in "Washington
AT THE EXCLUSIVE MEN'S SHOE STORE.
scissors, orange wood sticks, polish- - Guadalupe
today.
,ers, tlie best quality. Zook s J'nar-- !
ARRESTED

nude the arrest, I'eter accuses
of having done the writing.
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It is well when buying to examine the
label on the can. Unless it shows the
ingredient cream tartar, don't buy it.
Dr. Price's baking powder, is absolutely
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free from alum.
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Cut Flowers and Plants
THE CLARENDON GARDEN

'

e

F. ANDREWS

t

DC?" A

CriANCE TO SAVE MONEY.51

maey.
New

Teachers Among the new
teachers at Loretto Academy this
season are Sister lrina, of St. Louis,
who teaches the fourth and fifth
grades: Sister Rt.dolfa, of Loretto.
Ky in charge of the sewing classes,
and Sister Cornelia, of Denver, who
teaches a large class in china paint- ne convent nas a new
ir.tr. art. t'tc.
sister in charge of the culinary .de- partment. Sister Amabilis, who is from
Kentucky.
FOR SALE CHEAP A new
drop
cabinet sewing machine, used only Si
months, original cost $30, for $17.50.
Phone 160 W.
Before you decide what to select for
your Xmas presents come .and see
our big line of Karapes, etc. Orders
taken and promptly filled with any de- signs desired: lettering, etc. 119 Don
Montezuma
Caspar ave., opposite

FOR CASH ONLY.
Standard
Standard
Standard

$5.50
$4.50
$3.C0

Shoes for
Shoes for
Shoes for
BOYS' SIZE.

Standard
Standard

$2.50
32.25

Shoes for
Shoes for

$2.00
$1.65

I

C

West

Wnttiinntdii t
marriage between

,,,4

ANDREAS

Palace Avenue.

THE
JEWELER

(

Dec. 11.

HERRERA

PLEADS GUILTY.
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FROM THIS DATE
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My Line of Made Hats
Will Be Sold at a Big

Discount

AND

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.

Phone 4.

"

-

MS

C1TIM

'

l

WATCHES
!!

F. ANDREWS

11

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Time Pieces That Are
: Reliable!

4.

j.

'

CLOCKS

Phone

;

rese"

HIGH-GRAD-

NEW FIGS, NUTS, DATES, ETC., ETC.

-

0--

1

EVERY SHOE GUARANTEED.

B. TONNIES,

SOUTHERN GIRL WOULD
SUICIDE SAYS GEORGIAN.

Groceries, Meats, Vegetables,
Bakery Goods of All Kinds.

Andreas Herrera was tried before,
Inter'
u"s morning, and pleaded
"negroes or per
f'.mt
of pnlnr " ;inH Pnnf iminne would guilty to the charge of rifling the
Wldvr R j()jn, ro8()ltkm mails passing through his office whily
,ntrn(1nr(l.
,,m1.s..,.,;iv P postmaster at Gniciue. Rio ' Arriba
county, New .Mexico. There were also
Rcddenoel.rv
(ie(,.gia.
..The t(,rm pgroeB or po,.son8 Ql other charges against this postmaster,
f
.,..; ui t.,
.i.n , m uie 1.1,1
ma cancei-, is ueuiieii
uuiui
..."'tuife
uiu as uny
triiiiiia
and alI persons of African descent or lations and disposing of stamps to
having any trace of African or negro pay his debts and to buy merchandise.
v
blood.
The rifling of mails in that vicinity
The measure was referred to the. has been a matter of considerable
judiciary committee, of which Repre-- j trouble to the inspectors' department,
sentative Clayton,
of Alabama, is and the case is one of long standing;'
chairman.
the rifling of mail by this postmaster
Mr. Roddenberry later called up his .covering a
period of some years. It
resolution in the house, denounced uas considered a
baffling case, but
hick .Tohnson's last marriafre in Chi-- ' HnaNy
J I camy al'id V
Inspectors
de-in
a
and
vehement
cago
speech
in January 1911 succeeded
Moran,
elated that a southern girl would com- - tll
,ietectillg Herrera in the act of
nut suicide rather than marry
""
stealing a parcel containing a pair of
hoU'1'
shoes from the mails. Herrera was
in.oit. ruitv, u 6
find " tllD
i..iii..a.:
arresteil
' , it a
" J "J
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luonDTAMT bcotu piueu
'From head to foot' best describes
sentenced y Judge Pope to a term of
the display in the windows of Julius; Washington. D. C, Dec. 1
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at
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ate early in January the nomination
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Market

Grocery,! Bakery

i

,r

vail i vii imiiivj ' n utiivoK aiiaua
at cost. Black Plumes at a
lartre discount.

I MISSA.MUGLER

IN OKLAHOMA

j

PLaA.

MAKING

YOUR CHRISTMAS

SELECIONS

don't overlook the CUTLERY LINE. It contains many acceptable articles for gifts. Every

member of the family can be favored with something useful and practical. We have Pen Knives,
Jack knives, Pruning Knives, Razors, Bread Knives,
Butcher Knives, and Sawing Sets,
at prices ranging from ;;. . . .

25c up.

j

,

i

j
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SOUTHEASTCORNER

OUS.

vacancy caused hy the elo-- t
will be filled by
Oklahoma City. Okla.. Dec. 11- .-!
jvatfonof Judge Booth
of Henry S Bontell, Governor
was awaiting
Cruce tod
American minister to Switzerland.
further news before ordering the mili- jtia to Jay, where trouble was threat- -;
THIS RAILROAD PAYS.
ened over location of the county seat
Xew York, X. Y, Dec. 11. The of Delaware countv .The governor has
Colorado & Southern railroad today received information that a clash be- .
...
.. .tne
Anr1 n
i
i
annual ui.iucnu
rlfiifiiif) rf nna
"c i( ween
Uir.iaicu a ti B.....1..1
contending laciions was
per cent on the common stock. This narrowly averted yesterday ana tnal
is a reduction of one per cent on there is likelihood' of serious trouble
the dividend paid a year ago. The today
The telephone lines to Jay, which
company had been paying dividends
cut last night, have not been re--;
of 2 per cent on
sincejwere
I
stored.
December, 1909.
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Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

